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HAUNTOLOGY AS ROLEPLAYING

by |R|A|C|H|A|E|L| |C|R|O|S|B|I|E|

You’re in bed, peeling a blanket off of you — your skin sticky
and lubed like a slug. Twilight oozes and pulsates in this
room, and it’s hard to swallow. You want to — you close
your eyes, think nothing loudly, but your throat fills
with phlegm. You know it’s 3 am by now, and you’ve been
tossing yourself around in this sweaty, viscid mess for hours.
You try to swallow again, clenching your jaw so tightly
that your teeth and thick, meaty tongue can’t reasonably fit
in your mouth anymore. You really need to sleep, but how can
you when you can’t even swallow?
You’re so desperate that you shuffle some thoughts into the
nothingness void. A story ribbed and slicked enough will
ease you into sleep. Tonight, you think yourself into The
Legend of Korra universe. Again. You’re a modern Avatar
named Ren, and you’ve mastered every single element and its
subset. You’re particularly fond of bloodbending because
it helps you push through the thickness and the wetness.
You-as-Ren slip through time — oh, timebending exists now,
you reason it’s an extension of energybending — and enters
Korra’s, stumbling in Republic City. This story is a little
boring since you’ve played through it every night for the
past month. Kel greets the major characters, telling them
they’re here to save Korra from fucking everything up.
Ren has a plan: ambush Amon by first slaughtering his bug-looking
posse and then exposing his bending abilities while finally
alone. Kel does corner him this way, and suddenly the air
is slimy and slithering between both bodies. He knows Kel
knows. Kel could kill him in pretty much any way they want
to, but at this point it’s tiring, and not in the right
way. Instead, Kel gifts him the promise of a quick fuck.
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You open your eyes and your mouth, and there is too much
to swallow. You run to the bathroom, flicking on the closeto-burnt-out lights. The fan runs. You spit in the sink
and brush your teeth until you taste blood. You swallow
and swallow until it feels wrong, like it’s not something
you should be doing. A light bulb brightens from brown,
its yellow hues slink to the underside of your tongue.
You’re kind of turned on, too. You could masturbate, hump a
towel while you’re there, but you’ll be back where you started:
roleplaying as a character in a story you’ve thought through
a dozen or so times — but here you don’t have control as a
plaything with holes you’re desperate to fill with a similar
substance as what’s in the back of your throat right now — but
you know it too well that any wetness dries up and stiffens.
You’re too awake and frustrated, blaming the harsh cool
glow of sun for the lack of sleep and cum.
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CLOWN STAR by |M|A|R|S|H|A|L|L|

|W|O|O|D|W|A|R|D|

when, as you might realize, this planet is done
and digested, let us admit that none of us
were in shape: we were all shook
by the doom, and the world was a fireball

of terror. we tried to stomach it, while the Big Other
gnawed at our bones, chewed up our insides,
bent our backs into balloon toys, and we did try to be here
and that is what we call poetry, trying to be here, while
we are done but not yet
done
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A NON COMPLIANT STUDENT VENTING
TO A GAMER by |C|O|L|I|N| |J|A|M|E|S|
Normally it wouldn’t matter, this
wheelbarrow of a behind I carry
swollen with parenthetic passion.
All the urges that twist torque
such as a rendezvous not kept
by eye looks and arm tits,
dismissive of whatever is not there.
My walk has become uneven
two legs loiter without thinking
then follow along systematically present.
Shoes worn inside out, upside down.
The leather is rubbing, becoming opinionated
can’t say I agree with that.
And the rocking chairs are masturbating
all over my perishables again
having never made peace the first time
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THE RICH by |J|U|S|T|I|N| |E|V|A|N|S|
Scrupulous and reverent.
cavatious in character and
not too loud for the consideration
the smooth skin
and the wise jaw -the bone
when the dog come he get quiet
and like
modest.
I shake their hand and look away
and look back
and they’ve seen me
the rich.
their infinite buffet
and cars too fast for
the sick or the dim-rod
cars too fast for the dick
the worm
the moon’s smirking
pedophile smile
the women
the bird
too fast for the loom
and the succotash
and the gravy
It’s the rich it’s the rich
the children cheer
shoving each other with
the weak arms of children
and the rich come by glistening with sweat
fistfuls of naked women
powdered tits and clichéd lingerie
still as the center of stars
the whole of reality symbolic
and childhood
god damn it I love a rich man
god damn you
you sterling silver cock of a man
all the rich are men, you know
you know what I mean
It’s a lunch that never ends
or a lunch and a camping trip
cause the forest is all free
like the world when you’re rich
you know what I mean
have you ever seen a rich man cry?
lemon meringue and that secret porn
that makes a rich man cry
it starts with a shot of the ocean
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above, you know,
blue and the white in this variegated checker
and silence
and a hard cut to a bookstore
or a library
“setting is either a frame or an essence”
busy but not suburban
-what you might not notice is the birds
that move with such decision
somewhere underneath the distant ceilingthere are brown tables and shelves of books
-what you might not notice is the carpet’s pattern
until another cut and a shot from above
as the camera pans the lines of grey in the dark red
begin to resemble the ocean’s churning foam
and cut toclose up of a man’s face
a shadowless moon
and he does not speak
she’s not in the room
but a voice over of the woman plays,
the camera fixed to the man’s swollen face:
Burn me then fuck me then wash me then burn me then fuck me then
-this is the woman’s voiceburn me then fuck me then wash me then burn me then fuck me then
burn me then fuck me then wash me then burn me then fuck me then
burn me then fuck me then wash me then burn me then fuck me then
and the man is the dolphin
and the dolphin’s name is Come With Christmas
and you just start to notice all the books on the floor
the barking of the black birds
somewhere underneath the ceiling.
The woman is moving like she’s sick
like held by something stronger than her
that frees her from the gravity and the sick and the impotent
and we see the dolphin watch her
and we hear the woman say his name
and the books continue their falling
and the words again go
Come With Christmas, Come With Christmas,
burn me then fuck me then wash me
then burn me then fuck me then wash me
burn me then fuck me then wash me
then burn me then fuck me then wash me
and the credits don’t come for hours
and the carpet’s pattern changes with every cut
into something organic and fluid
a fire catches behind the action
the
the
and
and

heat rises till the film becomes discolored
extras begin to sing and beat the burning furniture
the carpet bends and bleeds
the man next to you in the theatre
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wash me
wash me
wash me
wash me

stirs the ice in the sugar he’s drinking from a paper cup
?how’d he get in here he isn’t even hard?
and I don’t need to bring up how the rich are all so beautiful
even the ugly ones
there is a certain beauty in an ugly thing
with taste
those rich are so transcendent sometimes
out of this world, my neighbor says,
he’s such a guy, my neighbor
but not like the rich
he has no influence
no delay of gratification
his meals leave him tired
and nightmares
and the guilt of soil
I saw one on the news
named Stain us with Flowers
he had never seen ET
and I was proud we had that in common
he was too busy
even as a child
for consumption so unspecific
rich son of a bitch knew everything
his eyes were the color of sour cream
in an aquarium
his words on pre-colonial slavery:
hymns to the ceilings grease.
his delightful host,
an onion tanned mother of three
I presume in some form of conclusion
began reading from the secret bible
that teach the rich man the mechanics
of mind and crowd
reading:
Burn me then fuck me then wash me
then burn me then fuck me then wash me
burn me then fuck me then wash me
then burn me then fuck me then wash me
Sugartop I get wind in the skinny skinny
skin of my chest.
Sugartop my little one who hide in the bookshelf
my mother my baby my lover my bud
Sugartop you’re home from your house
and I love you for reasons
I know you but I want to know you more than I know you
your toes on the tree’s tips
your nose pointing north
I’ve got blood in your skin
can’t you smell it?
so burn me then fuck me then wash me
then burn me then fuck me then wash me
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burn me then fuck me then wash me
then burn me then fuck me then wash me
the old men get little legs
to stroke in the pit of their jaws
the newspaper talk incessantly about
a celebrity’s sexual organs
come bird come clean water
burn out the horses from the attic
make all the children king
then burn me then fuck me then wash me
then burn me then fuck me then wash me
burn me then fuck me then wash me
then burn me then fuck me then wash me
on the rug I have lamp rods,
the root lie deep where the carpet can’t reach
a memory of a drunk beauty
a desk
you can question my motives or take a shovel to its fabric
but its thin you understand
all lotions are beige
my sugartop’s the rock
I straddle the steeple when it come to floods
I’ve got a note in my other pants
I can smell your broth
my sugartop
I can smell your top
your honey in the butter.
In snow and ice I walk barefoot like a ventriloquist
I walk hand and hand with Marshall
and William
and my toenails bleed for you sugartop
my heart cracks open and chews through my gut
life shouldn’t be so fucking exhausting
but my every breath is yours to breathe
and grow
and love me
so burn me then fuck me then wash me
then burn me then fuck me then wash me
burn me then fuck me then wash me
then burn me then fuck me then wash me
burn me then fuck me then wash me
then burn me then fuck me then wash me
burn me then fuck me then wash me
then burn me then fuck me then wash me
In the center of the earth the last nazis sip instant coffee
in the sky the angels give rough handjobs to the dead
Here, on top of the dirt
the rich reflect the sun
and behind closed doors tell the lonely dreams of dogs.
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LA MUJER MUERTA

by|D|E|S|I|R|E|E| |A|B|A|L|O|S|
CONTENT

WARNING:

DEATH,

IMAGERY

OF

A

DEAD

BODY

The streets of Rosario were unusually cold and quiet. A
few dimly lit street lamps were the only guides the artist had as
he wandered aimlessly about, a little drunk and very sleep
deprived. It was a quarter past three and he had no desire
to return to his shabby, pear colored flat that reeked of
rotten fruit and disappointment.
Every passing minute he spent in that hovel made him
want to close his eyes and never open them again. Perhaps
he would finally follow through with the idea and throw
himself into Río Paraná. He closed his eyes and imagined
himself submerging into the black water, weightlessly falling
deeper and deeper until it filled his lungs. His body would
contort for a brief moment until he would stop moving completely.
They would find him the next day, floating face down on the
surface, arms flailed out like a martyr. More importantly,
he would never have to deal with another rejection again.
What a beautiful picture that would be.
Fernando had wanted to be an artist since he was a
young boy. He often drew pictures for his mother to display
on the refrigerator, something that pleased her very much.
She was less pleased when he scribbled along the walls in
crayon and after a few good spankings, he ceased the habit
and stuck to paper. Every year for his birthday, he requested
anything he might use, from chalk, pastels, and watercolors. His
father saw the pastime as frivolous and wasteful, but his
mother always encouraged him, even going as far as signing
him up for some amateur painting courses as an after-school
activity. As Fernando grew up, he continued to improve and
was heavily invested in his work. He captured nearly everything in his view, from the old, gnarled trees outside his
bedroom window, the backs of his classmates’ heads during
lessons, to the stray dogs that begged for scraps when he
passed by on his walk home. In short, Fernando painted life
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wherever he saw it.
Though despite the clichés, he was not the introverted
type. In addition to his parents, Fernando was always happy to
show off his drawings to his classmates and teachers, seeking
praise wherever he could find it. When he was chastised for
not paying attention, he would simply make the situation
work into his favor. He painted over the old walls in the
hallways, covered various spots of the building that were
marred with graffiti, provided a clay sculpture of the planetary
system for the science teacher, and even painted a mural of
his graduating class during his senior year. Successfully
impressed, the faculty boasted his talents, and his father
finally eased off and for a while, believed that his son would
prove him wrong and make a fine career of being an artist.
Unfortunately, this was not to be the case.
Though Fernando’s portfolio was sufficient enough to
grant him enrollment into the local arts university, the
compliments and cheer he was once met with were replaced
with endless criticism.
“This is too linear. Necesitas movimiento!”
“Pretty, but where is the meaning?”
“Sin emociones! Where is the passion?”
“Te falta enfoque, visión, convicción!”
The words roared like a cumulonimbus cloud over
his head and drove him into a depression that progressed
throughout the course of two years. Seeing his peers thriving
as his own work was demeaned hurt his soul. Had he burnt out
all his creativity in childhood? Was he doomed to give up
on his dreams and succumb to an average life? A colorless
life? Some supportive peers, particularly a girl in his Art
Fundamentals class, Natalia, tried to encourage him when he
expressed his worries.
“Estás siendo demasiado dramático, Fernando. We’re here
to learn. We’re going to get a lot of criticism before we
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improve.”
“Bueno,
not improving
stared at the
of his latest

according to half of the faculty here, I’m
at all.” Fernando sighed as he begrudgingly
obnoxious “80%” marked in red ink on the back
project.

His kind classmate placed a hand on his shoulder. “Hey,
in the end, they’re all just opinions. Art is subjective,
right? No dejes que te desanimen. C’mon, I’ll buy you a
coffee. Caffeine always helps.”
Fernando rolled his eyes but couldn’t stop the small
grin that tugged at the corner of his mouth. That was the
third time that week she had bought him a pity coffee. Soon
he’d be washed up and deep in debt.
The memory of Natalia’s pretty pink grin brought a
momentary smile to Fernando’s lips, but it faded all too
quickly. How could she possibly understand his struggle?
She was one of the top students in the course and did not
likely share the same worries that he did. Of course, his
father was of no help, back to the same cynic he had been
when he was a child. As the old man griped about the money
he had wasted to send Fernando to art school, his mother
tried to diffuse the situation by being practical. It was not
too late to attend another school, she proclaimed, maybe
explore options for a more stable career. Stable. How he
hated that word. It was dull. As dull as his art had become.
All the coffee in the world wouldn’t cheer him up from that.
As his drunken stupor finally led him to the bridge,
the image of himself drowning plagued his mind once more.
Fernando debated taking the leap, ending it all now before
things could get any worse when he heard some rustling in
the bushes nearby. He groggily turned his head and wondered
if he should investigate. After reasoning that he had nothing to
lose, he followed the noise and pushed the green shrubbery
apart with his hands. A startled yowl erupted from the bush
and Fernando nearly fell back as a cat sped past him. Fernando
exhaled, about to turn and go back on his way when he
noticed why the creature had been lurking.
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A chill ran up the artist’s spine as stared down at
the gruesome image at his feet. There on the ground was a
dead woman.
Her arms lay above her head, elbows pointed, and palms
opened as if she had lost her grip on something. Her long
legs were twisted and contorted like a spider, one of her
high heels askew and nearly falling off her foot. Her thin,
dark hair was sprawled across the grass and one of the straps
of her dress hung over her shoulder. The most disturbing part
was her eyes, wide open and in a permanently petrified
state. Crimson lips were parted open, adding to the
shocking expression on her face. The back of Fernando’s
mind screamed at him to run and call the police and his
stomach threatened vomit rising up to his throat. Yet, his
hands appeared to move on their own accord, reaching into
his pocket for his cell phone. He did not call the police.
Instead, he opened his camera, turned the device horizontally,
and snapped a photograph before running back to his apartment.
Fernando did not sleep, working for hours to enhance
the photo from his phone and transfer it onto his laptop.
Once the pixels had cleared up and the haunting image was
uploaded properly, he grabbed his sketchbook. His pencil
worked furiously, gnashing at the paper so hard that it was
a wonder it did not tear. It took a few attempts to capture
his muse’s visage just right, but once Fernando was
satisfied, he went over the sketch with pen, making the
image sharper. He worked well into the late afternoon. His
hands agonized, knuckles bruised, and the pads of his fingers
covered in lead and black ink. By the time he allowed
himself a break, his desk was covered with scattered papers,
each one portraying a different angle of the beautiful dead
woman. Some featured her hands, her spiderlike legs, and her
crinkled dress. The one that featured her horrified face was
the one that Fernando chose to tuck into the folder of his
canvas bag and present to his professor.
Soon, “La Mujer Muerta” was reimagined into various
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versions. Fernando had painted her, digitalized her, drew
her in graphite, conceptualized her, even used the abstract
and cubist methods. According to his professors, he had
reached a breakthrough. Fernando had achieved his magnum
opus, something that other artists had not accomplished until
years into their careers. That never suited Fernando. Fame
was something he had been chasing from the start. His
impatience had not failed him after all. After receiving
the praise he craved at last, thanks to his muse, Fernando
took to making art from similar influences. His other pieces
consisted of various withered plants, the inside of a
condemned house, a fog covered scene from the cemetery,
and almost as jarring as La Mujer Muerta, a bloodied animal
carcass laying on the street. Nothing could compare to her,
of course, but it was enough for his first gallery opening in
the city.
It was a glorious night to remember. The attendees
consisted of his peers who had initially stolen his praise,
his professors who once rebuked him now commending his keen
eye as they discussed the dreadful pieces amongst themselves,
and his parents, back to believing in their son. Of course,
the question of where the inspiration came from was asked
by many, just as it was when he first presented La Mujer
Muerta. Fernando gave a well-rehearsed answer.
“She appeared to me in a nightmare. I was jolted awake
and my mind wouldn’t rest until I brought her to life.”
It was a very typical answer but believable enough to
not raise any suspicion. Besides, the room was full of
creatives who simply adored the dark and disturbed. The
grislier the picture, the more attention it received.
Fernando knew how to work the system and was confident that
he had a bright future ahead of him.
After toasting with his mother and father, Fernando
could not help but notice one patron who appeared less than
impressed than the other guests. He approached Natalia,
tapping her on the shoulder as she examined his favorite
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rendition of his muse, a Van-Gogh inspired painting which
gave off the illusion that she might surge back to life at
any given moment.
“What do you think? Too ‘Starry Night?’” Fernando
smiled, hoping to get her to lighten up a bit.
His former classmate turned and maintained the frown on
her face as she looked him over in disbelief. All she could
see was a man who had been swallowed up by his own ego.
“I think…that you went from overly dramatic to utterly
insane.” With that, the young woman brushed past him, shaking
her head at the nonsense that buzzed around her.
Her words stung at his pride and left the artist with
mixed feelings of confusion and annoyance. Utterly insane?
Now who was the one being overly dramatic? So what if his
paintings had gone a more macabre route? It was just art
after all. Besides, if he weren’t meant to make La Mujer
Muerta his muse, he never would have found her. Surely it
had to be fate. People didn’t just stumble across imagery
like that by chance. In his own way, he brought her back
to life. Yes, had it not been for him, she would have just
been another headline in the news. He had turned her into a
grotesque sensation, a vision to fascinate and horrify for
years to come. Though the nagging voice in his head popped
in every so often to tell him that he should have called
the police.
For the first
of his newfound
that maybe, just
it wrong to just

time in weeks, after being swept up in all
fame, it suddenly occurred to the artist
maybe, he had done something terrible. Was
leave her there, even for the sake of art?

His self-doubt was quickly forgotten as one of Fernando’s
professors approached with the promise of introducing him to a
renowned art critic within the coming month. The rest of the
evening was filled with laughter and conversation of
sophistication. It was late when Fernando arrived back at
his apartment. This time, the drab walls and simple furnishings did not bother him. He would not be there for long. As
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he lay back on his slightly torn camel couch, Fernando closed
his eyes and envisioned a grand upscale apartment. There
would be laminated floors, a stone fireplace, a modern kitchen,
and of course, wide windows and a balcony to overlook the
city lights. His art would decorate the walls, framed and
worth thousands by then. He would hold the grandest parties,
be reveled by all, make his parents proud. Yes, Fernando was
certain that the life he wanted was just around the corner;
however, the images of grandeur in his head were interrupted
by a rustling sound.
The artist opened his eyes, glancing around the dark
room in search of the noise. He passed it off as nothing
before he heard it again, louder as it repeated. Thinking
that perhaps he left a window open, he stood up to check.
The window was locked.
It soon became apparent that the rustling was the sound
of the pages in his notepad turning, beckoning Fernando to
his desk. He stopped and peered down at the sketch he had
drawn months ago, of La Mujer Muerta’s hands. He furrowed
his brow, having thought that he had stored the drawings
away. As he reached for the paper, an icy grip to his wrist
made him yell out in alarm. Fernando freed himself of the
unseen phantom and backed away, watching in horror as the
unthinkable happened.
“Dios mío…”
The once lifeless hands had animated back to life,
unclenched, and reached out of the page. The artist fell
back onto the floor and watched in disbelief as the ink
outlined limbs sprung and reached out from the paper. Arms soon
followed, then a shoulder, until a head with unmistakably thin
hair emerged. A haunting gasp reverberated in the room, like
someone desperately gasping for air. The black, stringy
hair obscured the phantom’s face and once it had pushed
itself further out of the page, a pair of bony hands parted
the hair away.
The artist was frozen in fear as he was faced with the
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startled expression he had immortalized. His muse finally
freed herself and vomited out a mouthful of water before
she slithered onto the floor. Her ghostly visage stared at
Fernando with the same horrified expression that had long
since been imprinted into his mind. She twisted her neck
with a sickening crack then crept like an insect towards
the one who had disrespected her. Fernando screamed and
backed against the wall. He frantically scratched at it as
if he might escape but the monster was already at his feet.
The ink had dissipated, and the woman was as threedimensional as she had been when he found her. Her face remained
unchanged, and her head tilted with another crack as she
stared at him.
“What do you want from me?” Fernando shouted in his
muse’s face, recoiling as she reached out a ghostly hand.
She gripped his head and made him look into her eyes.
As she locked their gazes, floods of memories from that
night flashed through Fernando’s mind. He had not run home
after taking her picture. He had dragged her lifeless body
across the grass and concrete before dumping her into the
river. That was why no one had questioned him. That was why
she had been passed off as a nightmare. The worst part of it
all was how easily he had buried his own secret. The shock
brought Fernando back to reality. She was not the monster
after all. He was. The artist opened his mouth to utter an
apology, but it was too late. The dead woman’s icy grip went
to his throat, squeezing until he stopped moving.
When no one had heard from Fernando in a week, a
knock came to his door. The sound echoed across the hallway
and remained unanswered.
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you are speckled with white spots
polka dots adorning your worn lips
your skin shreds like paper and bleeds
fusing together as if papier-mâchéd
wounds crusting over with pale leaves,
lichens embellish tree trunks like lace
yet they disfigure your dent, doilies
dipped and stained in rooibos tea

3)

COLORCODED SUGAR
____

THREE PIECES
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you used to melt like cotton candy against lips,
the pink, color-coded sugar spun and stacked
fingers
coated
in
sticky
sweetness,
grains
revealing
themselves
before
disintegrating
now
you
are
half-popped
popcorn,
kernels
over-microwaved
and
under-buttered
your carnival of a body plays tragic tricks on you,
infected by clumsy clowns, drunk & stupid-faced
you
replace
your
cotton
candy
with
cotton
panties; they pin you down, paint you white
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D

COLORCODED

SUGAR

THE BLESSING
OF TWO BODIES

| P | A | M |
|R|.|J|O|H|N|S|O|N|
| D | A | V | I | S |
by

You kiss me there like
I am hallowed ground
Deserving of your adoration
And worship
Your soft caresses raise
Goosebumps on my skin like
When my body was freshly
Dipped into the waves
And made new
You anoint me with
Holy water and drink
From my baptismal pool
Fingers formed blessings
as we exhale a
single word together-Sanctuary

And angels rejoice as
you reach for the sun,
through me, and eternal life
has found it’s temporary resting place.
Selah.
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I HOLLOWED OUT THE
CAVITY OF MY LUNGS

by|A|L|E|A|H|
by
|A|L|E|A|H| |D|Y|E|

CONTENT WARNINGS: DEATH, BLOOD, & SEXUAL METAPHOR
Sometimes I want
to say we exist in nothingness.
It would be easy
to say that. Everything loses
consequentiality then. Words
and bodies—pretend, playthings, performance.
The jerking of muscles, smiled performance,
dressing my face in the appropriate want.
Parroting beak of a mouth, pointed words
with no real aim—Nietzsche kisses nothingness.
I always thought nihilism loses
beauty and purpose, but believing in nothing is deliciously easy.
False pain is easy;
tears become salted performance.
Nobody loses
when nobody wears want.
Desire is blank; we fuck through nothingness.
Sometimes there aren’t any words.
Recycling words
hand to hand is easy
when the skin between is nothingness.
Language evolves along with performance
to suit black-tie our want.
When everyone realizes, everyone loses.
Maybe everyone loses,
but echoing words
and empty want
make death easy
for our performance.
We fail to finger nothingness.
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We shake at the idea of nothingness,
but no one loses
when existence is pale performance
and whittled words
worn down easy
to bone. Want
to live, want
to die—it’s easy
to speak naked words.
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FECUND

METH
ADDICT

by |Z|O|E| |F|R|I|E|D|L|A|N|D|
there is an unopened pint
of cream white
half and half in
the fridge the peeled
cucumbers are soaking
inside of it bobbing
gently in the dark nobody
sees as the soaked meat
comes apart its seeds
collecting at the surface
like floating teeth
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THE
by

MEMORY THIEF

|L|E|V|I| |F|A|U|L|K|

Ash already had the taste of penny-flavored panic in
their mouth when they woke up. The barely-aware daze of
sleep snapped into sharp focus as they felt the dull
gnawing of rope around their hands and ankles, holding
them captive. The shadow. It lunged itself right at them,
giving Ash barely enough time to register the movement
before they were thrown down. Air was snatched out of their
lungs and then nothing. They suddenly found themselves
gasping for air as they relived the moment.
Something slithered in the dark and Ash went stiff.
It was here, now, hiding in the shadows. Ash held their
breath, staying still as much as possible even as they
understood the futility. What did it want? Whatever it
was, it could take it and Ash would be helpless to stop it.
They could hear it moving, soft rasping noises punctuated
by chittering, like the thing was trying to speak.
A thin tendril of shadow shot out like a tongue and
pierced Ash’s ankle, drawing an involuntary wince from
their lips. The pain was short lived as a cool, numbing wave
washed up their body. The sensation of the sting was gone,
as was the feeling of the rope against their raw skin. Even
the table underneath them seemed to vanish, leaving Ash a
floating brain without a body and no autonomy. It might have
been pleasant under other circumstances but Ash’s reptile
brain screamed at them that they were helpless, that they
were prey caught in a trap.
Still, the thing did not move. Ash’s mind raced. They
tried to move their neck to get a better look at the room
but found that their body no longer obeyed. They could only
try not to imagine the worst as the thing kept to the shadows,
chittering and rasping.
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Satisfied that its prey was helpless, the shadow emerged
from the dark corner where it had been hiding and hunched
over the table. It was vaguely human shaped, though its form
seemed to shift and waver. As it looked Ash over, they
desperately hoped that they would be found wanting somehow
and cast away. The way it rubbed what sometimes looked like
hands and sometimes looked like hooks together made Ash want
to shiver, but their body could not even manage that due to
its paralyzed state.
It dove its head down, somewhere around Ash’s shins.
They heard greedy slurping and crunching and shut their
eyes, suddenly thankful for the numbness that kept them
from experiencing being eaten alive. As it ate noisily, not
knowing became worse than seeing it happen, somehow. It made
Ash feel nauseous listening to the satisfied smacks and
ripping of flesh.
As they watched the thing devour their lower half
messily, the shadow became more solid with flesh growing over
a shifting ethereal aura. The human skin became more and more
cohesive with every gulp, developing pores, baby hairs, and
tiny beads of sweat. Ash watched with a detached fascination
as if the thing wasn’t feasting on their muscle and bones
with every snap of its jaw.
Dark hair began to form on its head. Ash noticed that it
was the same color and length as their own. It’s skin tone,
too, matched Ash’s. It was becoming harder to breathe as the
paralyzing toxin took a deeper hold and shock set in.
The thing was gnawing on Ash’s pelvis when it lifted
its head. “I remember,” it said in Ash’s voice. “Molly on
a windy day. She said our name with such tenderness that we
fell in love and never recovered.” Ash’s eyes went wide as
they realized they could no longer remember that day. Their
favorite memory, suddenly gone. Stolen. They could still
remember her face, her rich curly hair, her gentle brown
eyes. She was the only person in the world but their
favorite day was gone.
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It chewed thoughtfully on their entrails. Ash was too
fatigued to be afraid or even disgusted anymore. Its face
was becoming more human now—with eyebrows that matched the
arch over their own eyes, and irises the same color of rich,
earthy brown. Ash’s own eyes were getting heavy and it was
becoming harder to see. They tried to remember the face, to
hold on to it until the end. It was an important face. Whose
was it? It was a pretty face with kind eyes and a playful
smile.
“Mmm, yes, Molly. How I miss her. She is meeting us
tomorrow, yes? By the pond in the park? How happy I will be
to see her. To smell her. To taste her. Soon, we will be her
too.”
Ash felt a tug and a strange pressure followed by a
sense of release and a loud snap. Who was Molly? It was fading…
The room was fading. They tried to remember their name but
it seemed to be beyond...
“Won’t that be nice?” the thing said, wiping the blood
from its stolen face. It straightened its collar as it
looked down on the messy remains of its meal. Most of the
torso remained but the thing was full and would not need to
feed again for a few days. Days spent with the beautiful,
kind Molly. “All of us together again.”
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WITH

FATED

LOVE

by

| J | A | M | E | S | O | N |
| H | A | M | P | T | O | N |
my skin hungers for the touch of your skin —
it knows you, your temperature, your texture,
the very electrical impulses of your body,
my body knows,
craves.
as my lips graze your lips, I fall into you.
my breath melts into your breath,
my skin absorbed into your skin,
my bones melded with your bones.
We are endless,
beginningless. We are cosmic.
We are terrifying.
wrenched apart, we will always find each other,
over and over again through the eons.
we hurt the eyes of those who look upon us,
all eyes, all teeth.
I can almost remember dancing with you
in the swirling primordial darkness,
the hot-sweet climax of being dissolved with you,
the echo of future pleasure in the crevices
of a body I did not yet have.
but you would never again
be inside me as thoroughly as this;
constrained by physics, ever
until the day we are not.
there is a yearning for closeness
that can never be satisfied.
but come to me,
offer me your skin,
and I will try
to show you what I remember.
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PRISM
&
WRAITH
|j|e|m| |z|e|r|o| &
by

|T|O|R|A| |B|R|U|M|A|L|I|S|
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TRYST OF THE

TWISTED GOD
by|

j | e | m |

|z|e|r|o|
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A DOCTOR’S NOTES
by
|C|O|D|Y| |B|.

|S|T|R|A|N|G|E|
CW: BODY HORROR, MEDICAL STUFF
Presentation of MT in the Emergency Room 15/03, attending: DF

Female patient, 31, no previous history, presented with a
detached left hand. No bleeding, nor any evident wound. Patient does
not complain of any abnormal pain associated with the detachment. Both
hand and arm are in good condition, indeed the hand still registers a
pulse, though slightly delayed with respect to the patient’s radial
pulse. Patient is able to move the hand’s fingers, though with some
difficulty in concentration, and as with the pulse some delay. The site
of disconnection shows no signs of numbness, and the sensation of her
feeling actually extends several centimetres away from the site –
where there is no flesh.
Patient no longer has any carpal bones. We attempted to reattach
the hand, but there was nowhere to locally stitch hand to wrist. We
have put them in a cast for now. Recommended to Orthopedics for emergency
consultation, and admitted for observation. Will follow up with her
progress.

Transcription of voice recording, 15/03
[HEAVY BREATHING. RUSTLING IN THE BACKGROUND, PERHAPS PAPER OR CLOTHES.
SEVERAL ATTEMPTS TO START.]
I’ve never seen anything like this. M– T–’s hand moved. It
moved. And felt. It grabbed my wrist and there were small contusions
where her nails broke my skin. If you saw just the hand, and didn’t
know any better, you’d think nothing of the situation. The Orthopedics
nurse who answered my call laughed at what I told her. But I saw it.
I could and did walk between her and the hand. The end of her arm was
blurry… I don’t know how else to describe it, like looking at a cloud
underwater, with the waves cutting the shape into forms whose shadows
you recognize but cannot name. What the fuck? It took everything in me
to not run to the break room and just get away from her before –
[SOFT SOBBING.]
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I couldn’t even really help her. I didn’t know where to begin
stitching. What, was I meant to stitch from her mid-forearm to her
palm? It wouldn’t even have worked, the hand would have just torn the
stitches. I tried not to show M– how afraid of her I was, nor how much
strength it took to seal the hand in a fiberglass cast with the blurred
arm. The two repelled each other like magnets, and that’s how my stomach
felt. I had to ask two nurses to hold her arm in place. What is happening
to her? Dear g–

Fragment: Follow-up to MT’s consultation with Orthopedics, 18/03
MT: – so the surgeons have reattached it, but it feels loose. I
know that the hand is mine, but it is beginning to take on a life of
its own. It drops or grabs things without me meaning to. I couldn’t
let go of the stair banister on the way here for five minutes.
DF: Does it still feel like your hand?
MT: I don’t know any more. Sometimes, when I’m not looking,
there’s a scratching in a corner of my brain telling me that it has
detached again and run away. But as soon as I look back, it sits there,
as if it had never left. But I don’t believe it.
DF: I see from the charts that you’ve been referred to
Psychiatric, and you’ve started taking Olanzapine. Are you experiencing
any side-effects?
MT: Yeah, they prescribed it, but I’m not sure why
I’m on anti-psychotics. I’m not fucking crazy. You all saw my hand…
[MT CRIES, AND DF OFFERS SOME TISSUES] But with side-effects, no,
nothing that the label or the other doctor mentioned. [ANOTHER PAUSE]
Dr F–, I’m not sure what’s me any more. My other limbs, my mouth, my
eyes, everything seems on the verge of detaching, like each of them
is sitting on a crumbling cliff, watching the waves underneath eat the
support bit by bit. What’s happening to me? When can I go home? Why
can’t anyone –

Transcription of voice recording, 21/03

[AMBIENT NOISE IN THE BACKGROUND: SOME SHOUTING AND ECG SIGNALS.
THROAT CLEARING.]
M– T–’s state has been steadily deteriorating since she was
admitted a week ago. She was under observation last night, but when
the nurse checked on her in the early hours, the cast had broken and
the hand was gone, like a blooming flower yielding a void. We searched
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the room, and then the floor, but nothing – gone. MT claims to still be
experiencing sensations from the limb, with further expansion of the
blurriness emanating from her hand, which now extends several metres
in every direction. Her other limbs… I don’t know. They feel thinner,
the way leaves feel on the cusp of autumn. She has been more and more
aggravated with our lack of answers, and we had to put her in an
induced coma after multiple attempts at sedation failed –
[CHOKED SIGH]
There were another two cases today. A man, R– L–, age 52, brought
in by ambulance. His thorax was hyperinflated by 25 to 30 centimetres,
complaining of chest and back pain caused by what felt like an outward
pressure. I don’t blame him, his ribs looked ready to burst through
his skin. He couldn’t lie down in any way, as the pain would increase
from a baseline of 6 to 10. The paramedics couldn’t hear his heart, but
he still had a pulse. We rushed him to Radiology, and CT scans showed
that his heart had become detached. Based on what we saw with MT and
from the scans, it seems the heart is repelling the rest of his chest
cavity away from it. He is currently in surgery with the Cardiac surgeons.
He’s been on the table for 20 hours. They’ve had to get several interns
to hold the heart in place, rotating them in and out when they get too
tired.
The other case was a child, female, age 12. She’s lost both her
legs. We had to strap them down while we waited for an operating theatre
to become available. The legs kept getting up to walk around –

Summary of weekly M&MC, 02/04
Introduction:
DF presents the patient notes for MT and RL. The two patients
have been declared deceased, though DF emphasizes that they do not
know if that word even applies in these cases.
20 minute deliberation and discussion of notes
Cross-examination:
A physiologist asks about how the regions around the detached
organs and limbs are affected. DF – The normal area seems intact and
alive, though the patients exhibited an abnormal extension of their
body. We have been in contact with medical physicists, who posit that
it is some kind of radiation, though they are still unsure about its
origin nor why it grows as time from detachments increases. Their
bodies slowly lose more and more parts, and the remaining body continues
to create this radiation field around it, until they are all gone.
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A pathologist is concerned that the patients did not undergo a
battery of blood tests, in particular, testing for leprosy. DF – It is
true that we did not test for necrotic diseases, but these patients,
and all the other ones we are seeing in this explosion of cases, did
not exhibit any of the symptoms associated with these diseases. There
was no numbness, no skin lesions. Tests performed post-mortem all
returned negative results.
A virologist asks about the contagiousness of this disease.
DF – We have setup quarantining procedures and clean wards of the
hospital, but there is no evidence for transmission. We have found no
root cause for any individual’s problem, nor any common factor between
the patients.
More questions, though DF did not have any answers. DF closes by
urging the board to set up specialized counseling services for both
patients and medical staff, due to the increasing number of individuals
experiencing PTSD, though the board did not seem receptive to these
recommendations.

Recommendations by the board:
Set up a dedicated department for the handling and study of such
cases. Contact researchers at H– University to consult, and forward
all relevant documents to the CDC.
Presentation of DF in the Emergency Room 05/04, attending: PV
Female patient, 34, presenting with detached eyes. She collapsed
during her Emergency Room shift, her hands clasped to her face,
weeping, though no apparent tears. Her orbits were blurry, and her
eyes lay in her hands, rotating slowly in random and different directions.
She was evidently delirious, screaming with breaks of guttural sounds,
repeating over and over that she understood, that she could see through
the veil of space, something about that on the other side of this wall
we were surrounded by a shimmering sphere of flesh, reaching in and
taking back the forms they had lent us. She was sedated and referred
to the Detachment ward for containment and study.
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HERE
by

|S|A|R|A|H| |V|I|K|K|E|N|
here I lay
deja vu of a nightmare
weighing down my chest
and cracking through my ribs
here i sit
tears wet my cheeks
weighing down my soul
breaking through my walls
here i stand
in solitary confinement
weighing down my soles
unable to break through this door
here i sit
at the overgrown grave
weighing down my love
breaking fresh ground
here i lay
six feet so far under
weighing down my body
letting worms break my bones
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THE MISSING PERSON’S ADVERT
ON THE SIDE OF MY MILK CARTON
by

|P|E|R|R|Y| |W|Y|A|T|T|

MISSING IN ACTION: MY FUCKING WILL TO LIVE.
Having woken up this morning and realising that I no longer
care about anything, myself included, I discovered that my
will to want to stay on this miserable planet had beaten me
to outer space.
I sat in my bed, and I realised that I am too fat to be pretty;
too skinny to be happy; too tall to be feminine; and too clever
to be attractive: this seemed to scare all my will to far off
places.
Thus, before I implode from lack of sanity, actions must be
taken. Or else it will be, Hands, Face, There is Blood All Over The Place.
Firstly, check your garages for it. Next to all the mothballs
gathering around forgotten dreams in the shape of instruments
or art gear might be a good place to start. Don’t forget to
feed your inner saboteur when you’re down there; and consider
going into porn because it will pay more than your retail job.
Secondly, check the aisles in the supermarket right next to
pads. Pay particular attention to how feminine products’
prices are doubled because they are pink. Just in case you forgot
how male-centric our world is – yell out “Periods” and see how
many run for cover until the Nuclear woman passes.
And finally, check in the back of your wardrobe or the back of
your drawer where you keep your vibrator or your flesh light
which you prefer over real sex unless the moon is full, it’s a
Thursday, and Mercury stops being in fucking retrograde.
If you can’t find it – that is the end for me.

Bondage is the hottest when it is around the neck – didn’t anyone
tell you?

Dial 1800-Go-Fuck-Yourself if you spot them.
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A CONDEMNATION OF YOU
by

|C|H|A|R|L|I|E|

|D|‘|A|N|I|E|L|L|O| |T|R|I|G|U|E|R|O|S|

We made eye contact as you stepped into the principal’s office— I could tell
that this would be the last these halls would see of you. Your gaze betrayed
despair, stream-clear blue eyes laser-focused; how your heart must have beat
in your chest, knowing you would probably never see her again
She’dstopped
stoppedspeaking
speakingtotoyou.
you.
She’d
Your
texts
unanswered,
your
glances
unreturned,
your feelings
Your texts unanswered, your glances
unreturned,
your feelings
tossedaside
asideand
and II was
to to
take
the brunt
of your
saidYou
nothing
tossed
wasthere
there
take
the brunt
ofpain.
your You
pain.
said
mattered
the
way
she
had,
and
I
was
there
to
talk
you
off
the
ledge
nothing mattered the way she had, and I was there to talk you off the
ledge
In the science classroom, I pushed my desk against yours and told you how hard it was
bescience
alive. You
said I should
probably
beagainst
medicated
andand
then
youyou
said
that
you
Into
the
classroom,
I pushed
my desk
yours
told
how
hard
itwere
was
gonna
kill
yourself
someday,
when
you
were
ready
to
leave
behind
a
world
to be alive. You said I should probably be medicated and then you said that you were
you didn’t
in the first
place when you were ready to leave behind a world
gonna
killlike
yourself
someday,
you didn’t like in the first place
She didn’t like it when other people said your name. She remained silent
when
all others
the people
loss insaid
your
departure.
looked to
her
She didn’t
like itvoiced
when other
your
name. SheIremained
silent
and wondered
if voiced
she knew
i loss
knew—in
ifyour
she knew
i didn’t
know how
tell
when
all others
the
departure.
I looked
to to
her
or
if
i
should
at
all;
after
all,
you
never
touched
me,
and wondered if she knew i knew— if she knew i didn’t know how to tell
notifini flesh.
or
should at all; after all, you never touched me,
not in flesh.
I never told anyone that it was you who first called me my name. I never told
about
stayed
up you
pleading
with
you not
off yourself
nor
I neverthe
toldtimes
anyoneI that
it was
who first
called
me mytoname.
I never told
about
youI said
maybe
was asexual
I needed
good nor
dick.
about the
the day
times
stayed
up Ipleading
with cause
you not
to off some
yourself
about the day you said maybe I was asexual cause I needed some good dick.

The principal told you it was inappropriate to text “i love you”
To your students. Your forty-year-old fingers typing three words
to sixteen-year-old kids—what did you expect would happen? And yet, I know,
I
know
nobody
knows
that’s
not
all
you
really
did.
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E
E
L
THEORY
by

|M|C|C|A|E|L|A|

|P|R|E|N|T|I|C|E|
eels sit on years by the hundreds
in well bottoms when they are left alone
collecting days like catchwater. I’ve heard the same
for women without husbands. I’m obligated to believe these mythologies of solitude whenever
I go
on a date. can feel my hair going
storm drain silver when a man tells me
Sailor Moon doesn’t count as anime
and that his girlfriend used to make
his bed- think about unhinging my jaw
like a moray and ending the evening there
and how delicious it might be
to glide on dark waters for once
uninterrupted.
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RIPPING YOU OUT
by|B|R|I|A|N|A|

|G|O|N|Z|A|L|E|Z|
CONTENT

WARNING:

BODY

Butter knife ridges to my scalp.
This will take around six hours,
Hands and the color crimson, tethered.
Endless wet. Dripping vision.
Once I am open, I will waste no time.
No more bypassing the frontal lobe
or the corpus callosum. I am
diving right in, I am seam-ripping
every sulci and gyri and fissure
with fingernails, desperate thread
snap. Needing you gone. Kneading
you out. Throbbing amygdala.
I claw through, severed carnage,
deny mercy, deny screaming.
Pinch and squish every hopeless
intrusion of you, forget about
pain. Setting myself loose.
No need to put myself
back together.
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HORROR

THE HUNDRED-YEAR

C L E A N S E by
|S|O|P|H|I|E|

|K|A|N|E|T|A|N|I|
“Don’t buy antiques,” Rebecca’s mother always warned her,
“you never know what the previous owner was like.” But who listens
to their mother?
She always heard her mother’s voice in her head just as she
was handing over some cash for an old vase made out of milk glass
or a second-hand sewing table. She heard the warning which had
its roots in Shinto folklore but she never heeded it. She wasn’t
superstitious, and she knew almost nothing about Shintoism. Her
mother was foolish to live her life according to myth.
Her mother was worried about tsukumogami- objects that gain
a soul on their hundredth birthday. Once such an object becomes
sentient, nobody can tell what they’ll do about it. But when
Rebecca was at the flea market with a friend earlier that week, she
wasn’t thinking about how old the beautiful, hand-carved oak trunk
was. She was thinking wow, it’s a beautiful, hand-carved oak trunk
and it’s reasonably priced and in good shape. She took it home. It
lived at the foot of her bed and held extra blankets.
“It’s lovely, but you shouldn’t have bought it,” said her
mother. “It looks very old.” Rebecca had invited her over to admire
the trunk and hopefully, to change her mind about antiques.
“But you said yourself how nice it is.”
“A polar bear is magnificent, but I wouldn’t go near one.”
Rebecca rolled her eyes and left her mother in her bedroom to
further scrutinize the trunk while she made them tea.
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Later, as she was leaving, her mother shot another distrustful
look at her daughter’s bedroom door. “Just think about getting rid
of it, please.”
“Only you believe in that idiotic stuff.”
Annoyed, Rebecca hurried her mother out the front door then
poured herself a glass of wine. She was so irritated by her mother’s
superstitious wariness that she couldn’t bring herself to even look
in the direction of her bedroom until several hours had passed and
she had become sufficiently intoxicated.
That evening, when she finally stumbled into her room in a
clumsy wine-fueled haze, she was bothered to find all of her spare
blankets unfolded, on the floor around her new trunk. This was the
first time her mother had gone to such extremes to illustrate her
superstitious beliefs. It was one thing to lecture her about the
acquisition of old objects. It was quite another to make a mess of
her things- to go into her trunk uninvited and take out all the
blankets she had taken such care into folding. There had always
been a clear line. On one side was what Rebecca believed, and on
the other was what her mother believed. Now, the line had been
crossed. She returned the blankets to the trunk, too angry at the
moment to re-fold them.
It didn’t take her long to fall asleep. The wine helped, and
she was in the minority when it came to the effect of a preoccupied
mind on a tired body. No amount of negative thoughts could keep
her up when she was tired. Irritation only made her drowsier.
Sometime in the very early morning, when the world was at its
stillest, an odd noise woke her. It was a sort of muffled, wet noise
like the sound of fresh mud being trampled under heavy boots. Had
she left a window open? Was someone walking around in the rain
outside? She languidly got up from her bed, still feeling the
heaviness of alcohol in her limbs, and stood in her dark bedroom.
Afraid of the caustic effect of light on her currently enlarged
pupils, she opted to leave both the lamp and the overhead light
off, using instead her hands to discern whether or not her windows
were closed. No window was open and her ears told her that there
was no precipitation of any kind outside. Yet the muted squelching
persisted.
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Listening carefully, with her eyes closed, she was able to
ascertain that the strange sound was emanating from the oak trunk.
Perhaps it was the lingering effects of the wine, or perhaps it
was the listlessness she felt at such an hour, but she didn’t
think much of the noise that was coming from the trunk. After all,
stranger things had happened to her. She’d once found a dead bird
in her pantry and hadn’t panicked then. The simple answer was, it
had flown in at some point when she’d left the front door open, and
had slammed into something it couldn’t see. There was always an
explanation.
Now that she knew where the sound was coming from, she
realized that she would have to turn on a light to uncover the
explanation. She braced herself for the pain behind her eyes that
was to come and switched on her lamp. Rebecca groaned loudly when
she saw the mess of blankets around the oak trunk. Had she not
put them away before going to bed? She was sure she had, but maybe
she’d only thought it in a drunken stupor. She pushed the blankets
off to one side, sat down on her knees in front of the trunk, and
undid the metal latch.
As she lifted the lid of the trunk, a ghastly smell seeped
into the room. It was unlike anything she’d ever smelled before. It
angrily penetrated her nostrils, shoved its way down her throat,
and brought up her last meal before she had the chance to talk
it down. Momentarily ignoring her pile of vomit, she went to the
bathroom and took out two cotton balls which she stuffed up her
nose. Whatever was inside the trunk had to be disposed of before
the acrid smell did any more damage.
Returning to her room with her nose plugs, she did her best
not to look at her biological mess as she approached the oak trunk
that she had only managed to open slightly before retching from
the putrid stink. The cotton balls did not stop the smell from
entering her body, but they at least made it manageable. She
pushed the trunk open all the way, expecting to find a dead rodent
of some kind.
What she found instead was harmless. In fact, the object
inside the trunk was so benign that for a moment, she wondered if
she had merely imagined the terrible smell it seemed to be emitting.
She had not put it there, that much she knew, but it didn’t mean it
was something to be feared. Her mother had probably left it there
for her- another warning of some kind. She stared at the garland of
rolled-up pink socks as a new wave of irritation washed over her.
This was ridiculous even for her mother. She’d never once shown
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any hesitation in acquiring old, second-hand objects. What made
her mother think she was in need of a fatuous Shinto talisman?
The idea that this string of monochromatic socks was supposed to
protect her made her laugh. A contempt-filled guffaw poured out of
her as she reached for the garland and picked it up.
She sat there on the floor next to her vomit and her discarded
blankets and laughed uncontrollably. Now that she had the object
in her hands she noticed how damp it was as if the thing had been
dunked in a bucket of purifying water. She wouldn’t put it past her
mother. She turned it over in her hands, felt its weight, brought
it closer to her face to get a better look. Sniffed it. Her mad
laughter petered out. Her heart jumped into her throat. Her hands
began to shake, her breath trembled inside her. What she held in
her hands was someone’s large intestine. Again, she retched.
Whatever this elaborate prank was, it had gone way too far.
Rebecca couldn’t believe her mother would go to such lengths to
scare her. This was not right. She was beginning to hate her
mother, even more than usual. How could she do this to her?
She would deal with her mother later. It was late, or rather,
early. Either way, she should have been resting peacefully, not
dealing with this hideous mess. She opened a window and discarded
the innards, as far as she could throw them. She cleaned up her
vomit. She disinfected the oak trunk then put the blankets back,
taking care to at least fold the quilt from her grandmother,
which she placed neatly on top. She changed her sheets, brushed
her teeth, washed her face, then crawled back into bed utterly
exhausted.
An hour later Rebecca was woken again, this time by a
thumping sound. She angrily jumped out of bed and kicked the oak
trunk.
“Stop it!” she screamed, half at the trunk, half at the air.
“Stop! I’m sick of this game! I’m not getting rid of it!”
She stomped back to bed and threw the covers over her head. She
could tune out the thumping, whatever it was that her mother had
done to it to make it thump, she’d slept in louder environments.
And soon, she was asleep again, but then the dreams began. In the
span of half an hour, she had several mini-dreams, all involving
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the trunk and the object she’d found inside. She woke up for a
moment after the string of dreams, then put herself back to sleep,
trying to think of pleasant things.
The next thing she knew, she was somewhere dark - darker
than her bedroom. It was so dark here that there was no point in
calling it “dark” because “dark” was its permanent state. Light
never penetrated this place. This was a place where eyes weren’t
necessary. As she thought this, she felt her eyeballs disconnect
from their sockets as simply as one may pluck a dandelion from the
earth. They rolled down her cheeks, trailing their nerves, and
disappeared somewhere farther into the darkness.
“Help,” she said. She’d meant for it to be louder. “Help.”
The second time was no better.
It was difficult to breathe in this place. Where was the air?
She reached a hand up and it came in contact with something solid.
She knocked on it. Wood. She was in the trunk. She opened her mouth
to scream. She woke up.
“Fine!” Rebecca screamed. She was sitting up in bed now. “I’ll
get rid of it! Okay? Will that make you happy? You win!”
She threw open the trunk, gathered up the blankets, and tossed
them onto the bed. Then she dragged the trunk outside, down her
front steps, all the way down the paved path that led to the curb,
and left it there on the sidewalk next to the trash that would be
picked up in a couple of hours.
Rebecca deposited herself onto the couch in the living room.
She had no energy left and at the moment she despised her bed. She
could feel the stress of the night consuming her as she slowly
eased herself down until she was horizontal. The couch was not a
comfortable place to sleep, but it didn’t matter. She could have
slept on the floor. Her eyelids once again surrendered.
Another sound drifted in, the sound of something being swept
along the floor. Whatever, thought Rebecca. She wasn’t going to
open her eyes. She refused to give it- whatever it was - any more
of her time. It was time for sleep. Besides, this sound was softer,
better than the thumping. She could sleep through this.
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Suddenly, her lips felt dry- impossibly so. Why was her mouth
open? She was not in the habit of mouth-breathing. She tried to
shut her mouth but found she couldn’t. Something tickled the back
of her throat. She coughed. The tickle instantly got worse. She
coughed again. Now she was choking. Her eyes flew open. Her hands
went to her face where they met a handful of fabric. She tugged at
the fabric furiously. But no matter how much she pulled out, there
continued to be more inside her, slowly choking her with its stuffy
dryness. She looked down at the fabric as she continued to pull at
the endless material. Something about it looked familiar. She knew
this fabric, knew it well- the careful pattern of paisley, then
floral, then striped, then paisley again. Neat squares of
fabric arranged beautifully and deliberately. The quilt was from
her grandmother. It had been her mother’s for some time too before
it had been passed down to her.
Why? It was all Rebecca could think. Had she gotten it wrong?
Was it not the trunk that was supposedly cursed with an evil spirit?
Not that she believed in those.
But no, it couldn’t be. This quilt was not a hundred years
old. Her grandmother had received it as a baby. She was eighty-four,
or something like that; the quilt was safe. So why was it slowly
suffocating her?
An old conversation suddenly came to mind. It had been about
the quilt. She and her mother had been talking about it; it had
been years ago when things were better between them. Her grandmother’s
mother, great grandmother Maude had made the quilt before her
daughter was born- years before when she herself was just a girl.
They did things like that back then. Young girls of twelve or
thirteen were old enough to learn how to sew and make things.
Now that she thought about it - and it was the first time in
a while that she’d thought of someone other than herself - her
grandmother had recently had a birthday. Perhaps the quilt too had
recently gained a year - its hundredth year.
This is it, she thought. This is the way I go. I’m sorry I
wasn’t nicer to you, Okāsan. Or at least, that may have been what
she’d thought if she was someone else. But this wasn’t someone
else. This was Rebecca Hirano, and she didn’t reflect or apologize
- even at the very end. Even in the end, Rebecca felt only anger.
She resented her mother and resented Shintoism and all that it
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encompassed. Nothing was her fault. This was something evil, out
of her control, something she didn’t even believe in.
As her head and heart filled to the brim with rage and loathing, her
final breath caught in her throat, smothered forever by the family
quilt. Rebecca Hirano would never reach her own hundredth birthday.
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A MAP TO HELL by
|M|A|T|T|H|E|W|
|M|C|G|U|I|R|K|
The cartography started before birth with pains in his mother’s
sides and frequent pressing on her bladder and only continued after
he entered this world. Each step in that direction was plotted with
precision, lighting the twisting path with fire. The trail tailored
from birth allowing any who might choose to follow a way to go,
but giving those that wished to avoid his fate a lesson to live
by. It wasn’t long after his first few words that he echoed back
hell in a chopped syllable. As in, “you’re going to hell” or “you
little hellion” phrases that filled the household and his young
life. Before he could walk, he was playing with beer bottles and
drawing shapes on walls.
It only progressed as he approached and eclipsed different rites
of passage. He was a hellraiser in his mom’s eyes when he took the
car out for a spin when she was taking her midday nap and he was a
hell spawn when he asked about the girl his dad had over when mom
was off to the store. He elicited, “what the hell?” from teachers
with his drawings of colorful medications strewn across a coffee
table and talks of hide and seek with no seeking from his parents.
He got the hellfire eyes from the parents when a resource officer came
to check on his wellness and a hell of a beating when they fortunately
found nothing and left.
As his teen years surfaced, he embodied his destination
further and wished to show others the way. His pipe was passed
off as a pottery project to a naive teacher when it spilled out on
a carpeted floor in the middle of class and he took his driver’s
license picture high so if he got pulled over there would be no
question his eyes were naturally red. He chased his Fireball with
Red Dog and only smoked Marlboro Reds. He worked the angle and got
through his classes with straight Ds, the teachers passing him on
for fear they’d have him the following year.
Part time dime bag sales didn’t raise an eyebrow to parents
that didn’t look his way or teachers that averted their eyes for
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fear of looking too long. He got a snake tattooed along his right
arm, pulled those in who would come and hissed criticism at those
who wouldn’t. The world shook forbidden fruit at his feet and he
took a bite of each piece and tossed it to those nearby. The path
to hell was being crafted day by day and he leered longingly in
its direction.
When he met another like him with a laugh that licked curling
flames and curves that brought sins to clean minds, he knew the time
was right. Her eyes wouldn’t let him go and his arms held her just
right and they spawned another in his name. The little one they’d
teach all their rights in the world, the maladies that sounded like
melodies, the sins that smiled and the bad that was their beauty.
His map to hell was complete, but the truth was people didn’t need
any help finding hell or a guide to show them a path lit by fire to
get there because they’d already found their own way.
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I want to tell my

Sunday School teacher by

|G|A|L|E| |A|C|U|F|F|
to go to Hell--she’s thrown me out of class
for chewing bubble gum, but instead it
comes out (not the gum) Go to Heaven and
take a U-turn but all she does is laugh
so she’s so happy that she lets me back
in, kind of like a resurrection
and nearly halfway through the classroom door
I tell her so and get inside but then
I feel a hand on my left shoulder so
she’s yanked me back into the hall again
and says That’s two times, Mister (I’m only
ten years old), do you care to try for three
so I say Hey, that makes the Trinity
but she slams the door behind her. I gnash.
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HOMELESS DAUGHTERS OF GAIA

by|D|A|N|E| |L|Y|N|
the wrath of the Erinyes comes
pouring out of my
fingertips, its burn
a cathartic masochistic fog of
searing flesh, peeling
back the fingerprints, shaped by men,
revealing tangles of nerves and capillaries
singed at the edges but,
thrumming strong in time with the organ in my
chest
rhythm hidden behind the screams of color;
castrating without regret.
Goddess of vengeance
gifting me with the slow
smolder pooling down
my back, a blood price
the sharp black wings that tore out of
my back and unfurled
rampage
now free, my fury,
a smell that lingers and
infects all. my eyes seeking
retribution that is deserved
men weep—my footsteps giggle away.
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A

RECLAMATION

OF

MY

|M|A|K|E|N|N|A|
|D|Y|K|S|T|R|A|
by

my hands

are stained
and scarred

with
through the

they dance

on the curves of
only to

/

/
/ to the

\
\
\

with dye

misplaced love

melodies

sky

plummet
[ground]

someone strikes a match
sets it to my fingertips
and watches the flames
crawl
dreadfully towards
catastrophe
the smell of burning flesh
leaves me gagging

////
my hands

believed themselves
to be a barometer of

val•ue /ˈvalyo͞o /

1. the regard that something is held to deserve; the importance,worth, or usefulness of
something.
2. a person’s principles or standards of behavior;one’s judgment of what is
important in life.
what is important in life?
famine self-imposed is still famine
my bones don’t

care

about excuses

decay respects no god but deprivation
and of deprivation
i am god
so watch me decay

but please don’t cry

even when the flames reach my smile
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and the scent of burning hair
makes your eyes water
/////
in the cabinet that hangs by one rusted hinge
all the first aid kits miss their band-aids
between gallons of bleach
i find a pair of pliers
i pull out my intestines and
string them
like
christmas
lights
around
my
room
decorating a bleak space
with the only ornament i find
i named my world in a language i cannot speak
speak my silence with passion
and i might understand you
unfinished cups of coffee

leave a room to reek with acidity

––-- is it better to lace my running shoes and
chase my racing heartbeat
or watch from the comfort of dream while it slides down a caffeine-slicked track?
////
these days, my breath comes only when i call it
my body
distorted and aligned at once
chases no one
like the moon i lure the tides across entire oceans
to beat relentlessly on land’s edge
carrying
salt
which is to say
either agony or redemption
to wounds of alternate pasts
time cannot heal that which i do not first give to the light
so i spend my days pink with sunburn
and on my knees
begging
////
declaration in green ––––
inhale spores and wake to a ribcage knit together with moss
jagged but growing
softer
with every breeze rushing past
i am both a stranger
i memorize in the dark
and my oldest friend
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our names are written

in the backspace of death

it is our job to fill the empty space with color
to meet each other in sepia tones

my mouth is glossed with red

and curse the denouement between kisses

from biting

too hard

let me paint a portrait of what the mirror whispers to me
somewhere along the way
i’ll peel back the layers

the relief of what it dares not utter
what remains is carnal
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to find

THE IMAGINED HONEY

by|M|A|K|E|N|N|A| |D|Y|K|S|T|R|A|
there’s someone else’s ligament in my knee now
and i keep joking to strangers in bars that i’m
frankenstein’s monster
more so because i’m desperate for connection
than an amalgamation of cadaver body parts
but i let them assume what they please
so as to avoid the harder conversations
i set reminders for myself:
“mind your switchblade grin
before it shows all your answers”
it aches sometimes my purloined flesh
hinging sleep on the death of all sensation
that first step onto a bridge of rotted wood
with the hope it breaks under foot
dropping me into the blind faith of flight
the hubris i pour generously in my cup
reeks of the unnatural sublime
and tastes like perpetuity of breath
ensnared by the hedonistic desire to indulge
i reach to taste the angler fish’s glowing orb
only cloaked in costume
do we recognize our own tilted laugh
don alter egos in chrome
until chainmail dissolves in place
my skin a patchworked canvas
lifetime satisfaction is guaranteed
experience is sanctified if you sweat enough
so when i put in another load of laundry
to wash the salt clean
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i dare to call myself wise
what else is there to tell myself when it’s dark
and not even the moon can bear to show her face
pinch me please
and tell me it’s not a dream
pain reminds us existence isn’t guaranteed
and life is only a matter of perspective
from my place on the floor
i can see where the wall’s paint dared
to kiss the ceiling
relativity reigns and my aching knee bows
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CLAY POTSby
|P|E|A| |F|L|O|W|E|R| |T|O|M|I|O|K|A|
She tricks her grief into me.
Processes carved ancient to the formality of trial
By ashen bases
Trimmed footpaths meticulous for days of baking in sunlit rooms
Or how the tears porous pinch the rim repack
Back again for more.
Patted balls soft to slap centered in the chaos
A wetting down to bedding of these memories
Control in her hands against the violence of his cock
And how I raise up into her fingers to show a penis she can
trust
How she must force me down again
How I want to be pushed
Pliant supplication to balance breast
She will open me.
Spread fingers
Slick with promise
I am the breath of her control.
I am the vulva caressed.
I am birth canal to the beauty where commonality is sacred.
I am functional art, raised up walls to hold her steady
I belly out as she fills me with her sadness.
Her milk slip touch, my bisque fire bonesI am vessel, she is emptied.
And she cries compressed edges lest razor rim lips bite her
back
We brew this magic together.
We are, in the end, corners in balance to spin sacred spirals.
I am earth, she brings the water.
She survives the storms and I cremate the men she feeds me
Cone six star burn to lay waste and ash aside
I vitrify this spoliation of spirit.
Furnace blasting secrets for her to
Pour love out like
Old pennies,
or pink salt
or feather quills and friendship candy dishes
holding this universe
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All of the common things the unmolested collect.
We are both reborn this way, we shapers and shaped.
We artist and clay.
We survivors of violence, made stronger by ritual
Healing to hearth and heart
An intersection where we both find normalcy.
I, in function, and her, in functionality.
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MODEL CREDIT: |P|E|A| |F|L|O|W|E|R| |T|O|M|I|O|K|A|
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SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE BODY
by

|L|I|V||G|A|M|B|L|E|
Nobody tells you this,
but it isn’t just the heart
that breaks.
The heart is just the spool
from which all other threads unravel,
or tangle,
or snap.
The brain is one of the first to go,
either by the slowest of burns
or the quickest of cuts –
the skull grows soft,
the creases of the brain
filling in like riverbeds,
until there’s no room for sense.
Then, the stomach,
turning in on itself at the thought
of holding anything.
The throat helps,
closing itself off,
a snake biting its own tail.
The lungs may hold their breath.
The gut may hug itself too tight to move.
The back,
the shoulders,
the arms will strain.
It will grow cold between the thighs.
The legs may give out,
barely strong enough
to carry the rest of the dead weight.
There will be sweat, and tears,
until the body curls like
a piece of meat, drying on the rack,
with nothing left to give.
And at the end of it all,
the body collapses in on itself,
like a star, dying,
and it cannot be held together
by arms alone.
The glue simply will not stick,
until it is ready to stick.
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TACKY ON THE DANCE FLOOR by

|T|H|E|A||P|U|E|S|C|H|E|L|

The electro-music thrummed through Miss Kitty’s Parlour.
Peaches sings over the speakers to fuck the night away — no, it’s
the pain. I nod in recognition I could follow those lyrics given
the right action proposition. The floor sticks to the bottoms of my
Docs. I hope it’s spilled drinks and nothing else.
Lamé curtains pour down in front of semi-circle booths hiding
patrons. Men in speedos that match the curtains kiss, hands rubbing
up and down well-slicked torsos.
Women defied breath with corsets pulled tight against their
spines, organs spilling up through cleavage. Rockabilly girls and
goths’ makeup painted thick, smile and lick their lips at men
dressed down. Likely music or film execs attempting to seem cool in
their black button-ups and slacks, this is Hollywood after all.
The pompadours enter, and the Rockabilly babes’ eyes shift to devour
their man candy unless their tongues are otherwise busy with their
mirror images of Betty Page.
I adjust my black pleated miniskirt and pull up my striped
socks. Glad to be wearing clothes. No amount of drinks will make
these men worthy of random tongue in my cheeks. The white lettering
on my black T-shirt screams SANCHO, and I hope none of the early
birds take it as a hiring proposition.
A middle-aged man reaches for me and I shrug him off like an
unwanted coat. He smiles and tries for another young person, one
drunk enough to dance with his sweaty, lecherous, wandering palms.
A muscled go-go boy shimmies up to him and his dance partner. The
lecher takes the hint and passes a dollar with his teeth to the
thong-wearing entertainer.
I think of body fluids coursing through various dark corners
out of the reach of the strobing lights. A bit of a germaphobe, I
look to my friend. Like the others, she’s in Betty-esque uniform.
Cut bangs, a stringy strawberry blonde, a shocking transformation
from her luxurious Mestizo black hair. Her goal achieved — she
looks as plastic as a 1950s Barbie.
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It’s early, the drag queens have not yet entered. The party
won’t really start until we resemble oversexed sardines replete
with an assortment of freaks, and execs hoping to wet their willies
on someone. It will be a cornucopia of sexual orientations and
many a carnal feast offered. I make a note to avoid the booths with
curtains.
My friend and I grab a drink from the bar: It’s a Purple Orgasm
or an Adios Motherfucker, something classy and as sticky as my
air-cushioned soles. Bodies move and gyrate. Someone is fucking
somewhere on the dance floor. A lifted dress, a dropped speedo.
It’s probably the leather daddy with the O-face, or perhaps he’s
just dancing. I grimace at my lack of deduction as we throwback a
series of drinks before she pulls me to the dance floor.
The throng swallows the whole of us. The lights shimmy and
shake with sweating bodies. Pressed and greased. I am wet with
dampness, not my own; I am not drunk enough for someone else’s
sweat. A man with curly blonde hair smiles and looks around the
room. I attempt to maneuver away from him. No one stands directly
in front of him as if the crowd knows the same thing. I think I
know. He reaches down his body as Miss Kitty wanders in and greets
her guests on a microphone. I see him look over her shoulder at
my friend’s ass, he smiles and motions for me to come closer; I
narrow my eyes and shake my head.
A beautiful entourage of drag queens enter upon their cue,
Miss Kitty encourages all to wave their freak flags.
The chrysalis of the Dragonfly Club completes and transforms
into Sodom and Gomorrah — Miss Kitty’s Parlour. I remember my mom
reading me the story. A prayer escapes my lips that a fire doesn’t
tear through the place, I’m still sober enough to care. It would
kill her if this is where they found my charred remains among
whips, chains, and leather masks. Luckily, the latex sex toys
would have melted in the blaze of my imagination, but my mother’s
horror would be acute.
The several drinks I knocked back for courage hit my bloodstream all at once, I am convinced this must be biblical sin, and
I can see the appeal.
Miss Kitty’s entourage no longer provides defense. The curly
blonde hair is stroking himself, and my friend is in his line of
fire. His turquoise Speedos are now below his hips, and I don’t
have to use my imagination to figure out what he is doing. The path
in front of him has widened, even though the dance floor is more
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packed.
His strokes are slow at first. I grab my friend; she fights free.
I’m trying to find the words, but she’s too drunk to appreciate my
heroics. She stumbles backward when I attempt to move her again.
I point, she shrugs. His movement jerky. My eyes wide, his face
contorts in pride. He is almost there, and I don’t want to be.
I could spin her around in a covert dance move to help her avoid
staining her bright pink halter dress with cherries. My sense of
self-preservation warns me that doing so would put me in danger
of being the recipient. If she’s too drunk to pay attention — I
am inebriated, but even in such a state, I’m not going to victim
blame. I grab her one last time; she scratches down my arm with
her acrylic nails.
Look, I say, my arm with puffy red scratches. I point to the
guy just in time for her to see she missed his projectile. She
smiles and thanks me by placing her empty drink against my arm.
The condensation soothes the burn of her talons.
We should do this again, she says.
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NO FREE LUNCH by
|H|A|Y|D|E|N||W|A|L|L|E|R|

Rosa pushed her yellow cart down the aisle, wiping the sweat
from her brow with the back of her hand. She went to dry it on
the front of her shirt, but found that it was already completely
soaked through. The warehouse was always sweltering in the summer,
with the heat from outside seeping through the flimsy metal walls
and easily overpowering the single working air conditioning unit.
As if the heat weren’t enough, Rosa desperately had to pee. She
would have to hold it, though. There would be no time for a break
until lunch.
The device on her wrist vibrated, warning her that she only
had thirty seconds left to find the item she was searching for.
“Pick it up Ruiz!” the foreman yelled from above—seated in his
drone like a plump mother bird in its nest—before rocketing away
to harass someone else.
“God damnit,” she muttered under her breath, her vision narrowing as she tried to ignore the sweat on her face and the pressure on her bladder. She wheeled the cart into one of the smaller
aisles, double checking the item number on the shipping manifest
as the timer hit the twenty second mark. She was rushing now, running her eyes along the shelving labels, looking for item 29957C.
29957A… 29957B… 29957D…
“No no no no…” She mumbled, droplets of sweat stinging her
eyes. “It’s not here!”
Her hands worked their way over the shelves, checking behind
the items in front in hopes that 29957C had simply been mishelved.
But before she could find it, the timer on her wrist hit zero, and
she yelped as it administered a strong electric shock. She cursed
under her breath as she slowly looked up at the warehouse
Jumbotron, already cringing as she waited for her failure to
be announced. Her employee photo and identification number
appeared on the enormous screen and a third black X materialized
underneath her face. Over the PA system a deep synthetic voice
began repeating, “EMPLOYEE NUMBER OH ONE SIX FIVE FOUR ALPHA.
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YOU HAVE ACCUM-”
The device on her wrist produced a second electric shock,
strong enough this time to bring her to her knees and cause her to
lose control of her bladder. There was a klaxon alarm blaring from
the foreman’s drone chassis as he zipped back across the warehouse
and descended to ground level, hovering in front of her.
“That’s three strikes this month, Ruiz. You’re fired! No severance.
No back-pay. Just clean your locker and get out!”
“Please!” she begged him, the tears already forming in her
eyes. “I need this job! I swear, the item wasn’t there! You can
go check!”
“Not my problem! Don’t care!” the foreman shouted, pressing
forward on a lever and ascending back up into the air. “Get out
of sight, and be quick about it. The CEO is coming today and if
you and this… mess aren’t gone by then,” he said, gesturing at her
with disgust, “I’ll report you to the local authorities for trespassing.”
The tears were flowing freely now. She could not hold them back.
Her head fell into her hands as her chest heaved up and down. The
last dregs of her resolve left her body with each silent sob. Eventually she gathered up the strength to lift herself up and out of
the puddle of urine and make her way off the warehouse floor to the
locker room.
There was a tightness in her chest—her breath now shallow and
short—as the claws of anxiety grabbed hold of her heart. She remembered
the trauma of her first eviction; the horror as some asshole cop with
Oakleys and a crew cut threw her TV out the front door onto the
little patch of dry grass that qualified as her front lawn and then
winking at her, saying ‘If you need somewhere to stay tonight,
give me a call.’ She remembered the seven weeks she’d spent living
out of her car last fall. The sight of Benny’s ribs protruded from
his emaciated frame. She remembered falling asleep to the sound of
his whimpering as the two of them suffered another night of going
to bed hungry.
She forced herself to take a series of deep breaths as she
stripped off her soiled clothes and threw them into an old grocery bag
in the locker room. The bud of anxiety was on the verge of blooming
into a full-blown panic attack, but focusing on her breathing was
working to keep it at bay. Washing away her misery would help even
more. Immediate needs first, she reminded herself.
It was strange to see the repurposed communal cattle shower
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empty. She was used to the post-shift rush, dozens of bodies
crammed inside, fighting for a place under one of the rusted showerheads before the hot water was used up. But right now, in the middle of the shift, Rosa had it all to herself.
She stepped onto the cold, slimy tile and turned one of the
lime-encrusted levers on the wall. The pipes reluctantly chugged
to life and a low-pressure stream of water came burbling out from
above. She stepped under and ran her hands over her body. The
layers of piss and sweat came off, and she sighed with relief. Her
nerves were settling as the warm water rolled down her back, and
with each passing moment she felt a little bit better. Even if she
couldn’t pay rent this month, she would probably be able to find a
new job before she actually got evicted. She’d make an extra trip
to the food pantry near her apartment so she could save up for a
new interview outfit. It was going to be okay. She would make it
through.
Then, she heard it. A small gurgling noise that sounded
like speech, coming from somewhere behind her. When she
around, there was nothing. Nothing, save the water swirling
the large central drain in the floor. Carefully, she turned
shower and got onto her hands and knees, leaning her head in
to the drain. The noise was clearer now, and she realized
a conversation coming from the room below her.

almost
turned
around
off the
closer
it was

“Oh, this is a grand batch, Sire. A very grand batch,” one
voice rasped.
A second voice, sludgy and deep, replied, “Outstanding! I am
desperately famished.”
“Well that simply will not do! Would you like to feed now, or
after we meet with the humans? You know how you get when you’re
hungry, Sire.”
“Yes, you speak truth. I think I shall feed now. I cannot
tolerate those disgusting creatures on an empty stomach.”
“Very well, Sire. I shall begin making the necessary preparations.”
Rosa pulled away, scrambling backwards like a crab across the
wet tile. She stood up and grabbed her towel, frantically drying
herself off as she fought to suppress a wave of nausea and fear.
Had her mind had finally snapped? Could she really have heard what
she thought she just heard? Either way, it was time to get the hell
away from this warehouse once and for all.
She slipped into a set of fresh clothes, grabbed her phone,
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put it in her purse, and moved quickly towards the back door.
Anything she forgot could be thrown away. None of it was more
important than clinging on to whatever modicum of sanity she had
left. It was amazing how fast this place had ruined her.
And yet, she found herself frozen inches away from the exit,
her hand hovering above the handle of the door. No, please no, she
thought as she realized her curiosity was about to get the better
of her. It pained her, but she just couldn’t leave without investigating
the source of the absolutely surreal conversation.
***
She took a deep breath, slipped out of the locker room, and
tip-toed along the back wall of the warehouse towards the basement
stairwell. The instant she arrived at the stairs, a man in a plaid
shirt rounded a stack of shelves and nearly ran her over with his
cart. He jumped. She froze. By the grace of God, it was Paul—the
one person in the entire warehouse with whom she was friendly.
“Rosa?” Paul said, squinting at her. She held her finger to her
lips, eyes widening. “What are you doing?” he went on, lowering
his voice to a whisper. “Weren’t you just three-striked?”
“No - I mean yes, but - Listen, I don’t have time to explain,
but there’s something in the basement I have to check out.”
He leaned forward over his cart with a look of utter bewilderment.
“There’s something in the basement you have to check out?” he
whispered. “What the hell does that mean?”
“I told you, I don’t have time to explain!” she insisted, finding
the door handle with her hand and slipping through. “I’ll let you
know later if I find anything. Text me.”
The odor in the basement was an unpleasant combination of mildew
and cigarettes. Many of the lights were burnt out and the ones that
remained were either flickering or burnt out altogether. She heard
the gurgling sound again as she traveled down the hallway, getting louder the further she went. She rounded a corner and saw an
open door just ahead. It was apparent that whomever was speaking
was just inside. She snuck up—as quietly as she could—and slowly
peered into the room.
She could
creatures. The
rabbit, except
human skin. It
hung limply in

hardly believe her eyes. Inside were two horrific
smaller one was toddler-sized and looked like a
instead of fur it was covered in a layer of loose
was standing on its hind legs and its small arms
front of its chest. The larger creature reminded
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Rosa of a worm, or some sort of slug. It had an elongated, mucuscovered body and where its head should have been, there was instead
an assemblage of teeth and pulsating orifices distributed wantonly
around a fleshy sphere.
Rosa watched in disbelief as the skin rabbit produced a metal
stick from inside a fold near its stomach and then pressed a button
on its handle, causing it to expand outward like a telescope. It
used the stick to pry loose a glowing red bag that was attached to
the ceiling directly underneath the central drain of the cattle
shower above. The one she’d just been in. The one her coworkers
used every single day.
The bag fell down and plopped unceremoniously onto the floor.
She took her phone from her pocket and started recording as the
worm creature slithered over and wrapped itself around the bag.
It latched on with one of the oozing orifices on its head and began
to slowly pulsate. Oh god, is it eating? Rosa thought, fighting to
keep herself from vomiting.
“Simply divine.” the worm gurgled, pumping and writhing its
thick body.
The skin-rabbit began hopping up and down, clapping its hands
together excitedly. “Eat, sire, eat!” It emitted a horrific high
pitched clicking noise as it threw its head back in ecstasy. “It
makes you so powerful! So very powerful!”
The worm creature grumbled with pleasure as the bag’s contents
were quickly drained, leaving behind nothing but a wrinkled piece
of plastic. When it had finished, it detached itself and let out a
satisfied sigh.
“There is nothing in any dimension more savory than the taste
of distilled human suffering. These fulfillment centers were the
greatest idea I have ever had.”
The skin-rabbit nodded vigorously and then said, “Are you ready
now, Sire? The humans await.” The worm nodded.
The skin-rabbit planted its feet and began to vibrate its body.
It made a stomach-churning, throaty gurgling sound as the loose
skin sloughed off of its body and fell onto the ground by its feet.
It stepped away from the pile and the worm slid across the floor on
a bed of mucus and dove straight in. The skin pile began to rise
from the floor, stretching and bending as the worm disappeared and
was replaced by an utterly hairless man. Rosa covered her mouth to
stifle a gasp of horror as the man turned around. It was the CEO.
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In a panic, she stopped the recording and crawled away from
the doorway as fast as she could. When she reached the end of the
hall, she stood up and sprinted back to the stairwell. She ran up
the stairs and emerged out into the warehouse in a frenzy, running
along the back wall towards the locker room. Her friend Paul was
inside, leaning against the wall with a look of concern on his
face. His eyes shot up the moment she burst through the door.
“Rosa, hey! Are you okay? What’s going on? Why are you so
frightened? Why are you out of breath?”
She ran towards him, flinging her arms around him. “What are you
doing in here?” she asked, out of breath. “It’s the middle of the
shift! You can’t take a break, you’ll get fired!”
“I was worried about you. I was just about to text—Nevermind!
Tell me what the hell is happening!”
The words flowed out of her as she fumbled for her phone, frantically

trying to type in the security code. “I was taking a shower and I
heard some voices and I went to the basement to check and there
was a huge worm and a rabbit with skin and it was drinking from a
red bag and-”
“Rosa!” Paul interrupted, grabbing her by the shoulders. “Slow
down! What the hell are you talking about?”
She unlocked the screen and pulled up the video, frantically
shoving her phone into his hands and pressing play. Paul sat silently
as he watched the scene play out. His face was unreadable, but when
it finished playing, he slowly raised his eyes and looked straight
at her. “What is this?”
“I swear to god, I just recorded that in the basement a minute
ago,” she answered, trembling with fear.
“You’re not fucking with me? This is real?”
Rosa simply nodded.
“Holy shit...” Paul muttered, running a hand through his long
hair. “I knew it. I always said to myself ‘Paul, ain’t no way that
man is a human being.’ What the hell are we supposed to do?”
Rosa shook her wrists, trying to release the anxiety. “I have
no idea. I’m still trying to comprehend how something like this
can possibly exist.”
“I mean, we have to expose this, right?” Paul said. “Send it to
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the news or something?”
They were interrupted by an announcement on the PA system.
“EMPLOYEES, MR. BLEZOS, THE CEO HIMSELF, HAS BEEN KIND ENOUGH TO
GRACE US WITH HIS PRESENCE TODAY. THIS IS A REMINDER TO CONTINUE
WORKING, SHOW THE UTMOST DEFERENCE, AND DO NOT ACKNOWLEDGE HIM UNLESS
YOU ARE ACKNOWLEDGED FIRST.”
Paul handed Rosa back her phone and the two of them looked each
other in the eyes. They nodded at the same time, smiled, and then
walked out onto the warehouse floor.
***
Mr. Blezos and his assistant were shaking hands with the foreman
near a stack of shelves. Rosa felt a sinking pit in her stomach as
she and Paul marched towards them. Sensing her hesitation, Paul
reached down and gave her hand a reassuring squeeze.
“What’s going on here?” the foreman demanded, folding his
arms across his chest as they approached. “Did you not hear the
announcement? Mr. Blezos is not to be acknowledged without – hey
wait a minute! I fired you earlier, why are you still here?” He
pressed a button on the control panel and leaned towards the
microphone that emerged. “Security, we have a code thirty here.
Please advise.”
Paul cleared his throat, undaunted, tapping into a hidden
reservoir of bravery. “We’ve come to put an end to this,” he said,
folding his arms across his chest.
“I beg your pardon?” Blezos said, a look of confusion spreading
across his face. He turned to his assistant for an explanation but
she just shrugged. “What is the meaning of this? Who are you?”
Rosa glanced nervously around the room. The nearby employees
had stopped what they were doing and begun to watch the scene as
it unfolded in the center of the warehouse floor. Rosa gathered her
courage and stepped in to assist Paul.
She raised her voice, loud enough so that the rubbernecking
workers could hear her, and said, “We know what you are!” She held
up her phone and played the video for all to see. “Not twenty
minutes ago, I was in the basement and I witnessed something
unimaginable. This man is not who he claims to be!”
The workers moved closer, faces screwed up in confusion as they
watched the video playing on Rosa’s phone screen. There were skeptical murmurs as the scene played out, but when they watched the CEO
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emerge from the pile of loose skin, there was a collective gasp
of horror.
“M- Mr. Blezos?” someone stammered. “What is going on?”
The CEO stood there for a moment in stunned silence. The tension
in the room was palpable. Finally, he let out a drawn-out sigh,
hung his head, and pinched the bridge of his nose.
“That’s Lord Blezos, to you,” he said. “I hoped it would never
come to this, but unfortunately you leave me no choice.”
Without warning, the skin suit exploded away from his body,
fragments flying out like a popped balloon, revealing the creature’s
true form. The worm was twice as large as when Rosa had seen it
before, bloated from its recent meal. It raised itself up like
a snake and began to speak in its deep and sludgy voice. “Fools!
Insolent children! You dare to question the great and mighty Lord
Blezos? I am stronger now than I have ever been! You stand no
chance of defeating me! I will destroy each and every one of you!”
“Arm yourselves!” Rosa shouted, and the group of workers dispersed,
fanning out into the warehouse. She dove behind a row of shelves,
running her eyes over the random assortment of items, searching
for anything she could use as a weapon. She grabbed a kettlebell
from the bottom shelf and turned to watch as someone with a camping
machete charged towards Lord Blezos. The creature lunged at him,
impaling him on one of its head spikes and tossing him aside like
a ragdoll.
Another woman peered around the corner of a shelf and drew back
on a slingshot. She fired a marble but Blezos’ assistant jumped in
front of its master, deflecting it with a simple flick of the wrist.
A third person ran at the beast with a hockey stick and was met
with a swipe of its powerful tail. He splattered against the wall
and slid slowly down to the floor.
“We need to fight together! We cannot win if we are alone!” Paul
shouted from somewhere behind Rosa. “Find a weapon and come to my
voice!”
The workers collapsed onto Paul’s position, makeshift weapons
at the ready. “We attack as one. He cannot stop all of us! Is everybody ready?” His eyes landed on Rosa and somewhere inside of her
she felt a fire ignite.
“On my go!” she shouted, tightening her grip on the kettlebell.
She released a ferocious battle cry, leaping out from behind the
shelves and leading the vanguard as the wave of workers crashed
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into Lord Blezos with incredible force. The man next to her drove
a pair of hedge shears deep into the creature’s flesh. Rosa watched
with sick pleasure as one woman held an acetylene blowtorch in the
air while another fired a super soaker full of kerosene through the
flame. A man with neck tattoos swung a baseball bat at the assistant,
connecting with its head and snapping its frail neck instantly,
sending it crumpling to the ground in a pile as it turned back into
a skinless rabbit creature.
“Rrraaaahhhh!” Lord Blezos roared as he thrashed wildly about.
Rosa took a step backwards to assess the battlefield. She saw
a woman with a bow fire several arrows into the creature’s neck.
Someone broke a pool cue over their knee and plunged the wooden
stakes into its back. As the orange slime drained from its many
wounds, Lord Blezos’ fearsome roars were reduced to pathetic whimpers.
Finally, Lord Blezos collapsed onto the ground with a crash
so intense it shook the entire warehouse. The workers held their
weapons aloft and a triumphant cheer swept through them like wildfire.
Lord Blezos was sputtering on the ground, a sad, sorry husk of a
grub.
“Please,” the creature gurgled, sputtering its final plea.
“If you let me live, I promise to engage in a dialogue about the
possibility of providing health insurance vouchers. No dental or
vision, though.”
Rosa snorted in disbelief and then brought the kettlebell down
one final time.
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T H R E E P I E C E S by
|J|E|R|E|M|Y| |P|. |B|U|S|H|N|E|L|L|

#1

what is drawn
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#2

write you a chimney
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#3

movement of loss
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#1 hollow
(tanka)

my angel wings are
shrinking violets with a
penchant for a plagued
desire that shadows you
like an addictive hollow

#2 dead end(haibun)
the black vinyl record spins around endlessly. my teeth ache from the sugar rush
of the energy drink I knocked back. his cigarettes sit in a bell jar by my window,
covered in crumbled selenite. I want to put our phone conversations on a loop pedal.
that way, I won’t have to face the world alone. your voice will be a sombre echo,
pulled from the confines of a phone.
carbon monoxide
poisoning the cleaver of
sharp-edged bourbon grief

the sky has burst blood vessels from the silent screaming. he tries to tell me it’s
ok from wherever he is now, but nothing will ever be the same. when love was absent,
I had thoughts of selling my body. girls feel the most powerful when men are the
ones begging you to stop, shaking with uncontrollable desire – down to the wire.
in her mary jane’s
she walks the red light district
looking for bad love

her mind is a jigsaw of pre-teen promiscuity. feet up on the dashboard, playing
footsie with his thighs. they tighten and release. doping myself up on benadryl,
hoping not to feel it anymore. they’ll call me dangerous, exciting and a killer
queen. my crown will be cut clean. colours fade into my bones, chipping away at
the calcium.
turn the lights way down
you don’t need to see this girl’s
undressed final form

a parisian man lives below me. he kind of looks like you, broad and robust. he keeps
vodka in a flask, but we all have our vices. pray for me. he’ll ruin me. his apartment smells of tobacco and patchouli. when he asks for something more substantial,
I take out the bottle of fireball whisky from my bag. that isn’t what I meant, he
says. when I ask him what he means, he points to the girl on fire in front of the
nightclub. she lights a cigarette, kicking the trash with her platforms.
baby girl is weak
men fear her, but they also
crush her bright spirit

TWO PIECES by|C|O|U|R|T|E|N|A|Y||S|.|G|R|A|Y|
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GIFT OF A DOLPHIN
by |K|A|R|T|E|R||M|Y|C|R|O|F|T|

Milk turned on me first. It started when I was young, maybe five
or six. Cheese and eggs were soon to follow. It came back through
my mouth in those days. It wasn’t until I was older that my body
learned to melt everything I put in it. Meat was a lost cause by
my teenage years. It was remarkable, really, the speed and determination
with which my gut ruined all it touched. Eventually I refused to
leave the manor, unless I knew it was somewhere I could shit without
having to excuse myself. Father told me Mother had suffered the
same affliction, before she died. I was never sure if that was meant
to make me feel better or worse.
I tried everything. The chemist prescribed an escalation of
tinctures up to and including pure morphine, but these would only
dam the flood for a while. There were apothecaries who rubbed me
down with herbs to no avail, druids whose chants and incantations
brought no drought to the ever-mounting flood. There was the priest
who’d place oiled hands on my stomach and between my thighs, claiming
he’d exorcise my demons that way. Still, each meal grew spikes
in my stomach. Every night and most mornings were plagued by sick
spasming release. My skeleton grew prominent under shriveling
skin. I developed shakes. I started to hate the good days, those
brief and cruel eyes of the shitstorms, for keeping me alive, for
making me suffer a bit longer each time.
I never knew hope until I met the blue woman. Some shaman from
nowhere, dressed all in fishbones, with lips, hair, and eyes of
aquamarine. She offered no medicines, no prayers, only a destination. She
placed a hand on my bony cheek and spoke of an Isle, of a river
leading to a library where the cures to all diseases were recorded.
I begged Father to commission a ship. It’s too dangerous,
he said. I’m coming with you. Eventually he settled for his best
guards accompanying me. I told them to bring buckets; it’s never
worse than at sea.
We sailed south for the Isle of Vakita with a nauseous wind in
our sails. The first day I was liquid on a bucket. Waves the guards
and crew must have thought gentle played ridiculous jokes on me
from under the hull. The second day I was full of rocks. I ate my
usual meal of rice and burnt bread, only to have it race through
me in a hot sludge while my legs grew tired from squatting on the
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pitching deck. The third day was even worse.
Diarrhea, to me, has always been a holy experience. A test of
God’s will against mine. I see light sometimes in the worst of it.
My spasming gut swells, lurching my heart up into my throat, and my
scowling face is wreathed by cackling angels. Serrated cutlasses
draw themselves from scabbards in my bowels and all heaven breaks
loose. Often I have to check to make sure my intestines didn’t
slide out along with their defiled contents. Is there any greater
leap of faith than praying this isn’t the time you finally shit
yourself to death?
The fourth day we arrived.
We steered past the mouth of the river into a dense jungle.
Here the water was gentle-flat, yet still my constitution made war
on me, unsettled by the humid air, the sway of the thickness, the
dizzying buzz of insects on all sides. The gas was a knife in my
stomach, even daring to draw blood as day turned to night and back
again.
There were dolphins in our wake. Long pink things splashed
across the river, snouts smiling with teeth like God’s toenails.
I watched them from the stern. I no longer cared if the men saw.
If they suffered the sight and smell of me it would not be one
one-thousandth what I was enduring. I didn’t care if the dolphins
saw, either. Probably at least one of them had eaten a rotten fish
once and spilt its guts across the river, disgusting its dolphin
friends and earning a lifetime of secret scowls and condescending
sympathy. Maybe that one there, with a sulkiness to its leaps and
dives. Yes, I could even see the nubs of a spine chained to its
pink dorsal. A kindred spirit, if ever there was one.
We anchored at the spot the blue woman had marked. I emptied
myself as thoroughly as possible and hiked with seven guards down
a fern-crossed trail to a ruin. It might have been a small pyramid
once, or an elaborate latrine. The stairway was covered in boulders. I moved one myself. It was nice to pretend to be useful.
Down the stairs was a wet stone room, lit only by our torches.
The walls were stuffed with scrolls and tomes, just as the blue
woman had said. I felt a lurch in my gut, maybe the first one in my
life to carry something other than dread.
I started from the top. The scrolls were in many texts and as
many languages. Thankfully a lifetime of sitting down had afforded
me plenty of time with letters. I skimmed like a shark in a school
of bleeding fish. I leafed through and discarded books on spirits and
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the humors, on elemental balancing of the soul, on histories of
medicine long lost to the modern day. I read by torchlight, munching on uncooked rice as slowly as possible. After what could have
been hours or days, buried in a tome with no text on the cover, I
finally came across a chapter entitled On Mending the Bowels.
Holding the book made me nervous. I went loose and the men had
to leave me alone with a bucket for a while. I pawed through the
text, starving for the answers it contained. To my dismay, it was
mostly gibberish. Block paragraphs in an unrecognizable dialect,
with diagrams depicting humanoid forms bent and twisted in strange
positions. With enough work and the consultation of experts perhaps I could decipher the text, but not here, not now. My insides
were searing and I was losing hope.
And then there it was. A single passage translated to my own
tongue, handwritten by one who’d come before.
The heart of the dolphin, it read. Eat the Deep Gods.
I wiped my brow clean of sweat.
It didn’t take the men long to catch one. They had remained in
the vicinity of the ship, curious, possibly drawn to our oceanic
scent or the barnacles on our hull. It lay tangled in nets on the
riverbank, writhing just slightly as though it had already given
up, its snout still curved in a wry grin. One of Father’s guards
offered to butcher the thing but I said no, I would do it myself. I
wondered what made me worthy of taking such a life, of mutilating
this innocent grinning creature for a fleeting chance at relief.
Its shiver as I cut into its pink belly made me wretch and for a
moment my guts leapt upward instead of the other way. Its heart
was still beating when I cut it out. It never stopped smiling.
I sank my teeth into the pink throbbing flesh. It was tough and
tasted like mud. I chewed and it seemed to desiccate in my mouth,
as though my saliva was drying it out somehow. When I swallowed it
was like swallowing chalk. I looked at the bitten pink heart in my
bloody hands and everything seemed to slow down. Ferns and palms
and sky spun around me, slow at first, then faster. I dropped the
heart to the ground. I dropped myself not long after.
The dolphin-chalk sank into my stomach like powdered steel,
weighing me down to the ground. Everything whirlpooling around me.
I saw the men approach like they were moving through mud, their
shouts hovering at the edge of their lips. The last thing I remember
was the remarkable feeling of not needing to shit. It was like God
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herself had plugged me up. Then everything was dark, for a while.
I found an opening, a vitreous crest with a flesh curtain. I
crawled out of my own eyeball. I stood on my forehead, taking it
all in. I was small and formless, a brief suggestion of myself, at
rest on myself. The world had spun itself into a flurry of colors
wherein only my body was solid. I assumed I had died and was now
a soul without substance, but I didn’t think too hard about it.
My thoughts coalesced into a singular, unquestionable purpose. I
had somewhere to be.
I slid down my neck, hiked across my back, scaled my hips under
my belt and trousers, and burrowed into my own asshole. It was
surprisingly well-lit. The inside smelled like fresh books. Pages
floated in the thick air, catching the flakes of a dry mist. Piles
of solid red bricks glimmered with sanguine light.
The creature in the far corner took a moment to notice me.
She was womanlike, taller than my present form, with sunken
eyes and black hair and no hips or legs at all. A pair of very
long feet stretched from her belly to the ground. When I arrived
she was bent over a pile of pages, pawing through them with fingers
like spider legs, muttering and smacking her lips. I caught her
attention. She turned and grinned.
She bounded at me with those tremendous pedals, beaming with
teeth that covered her jaws entirely. In each of her spindly hands
(which began at her shoulders and stretched as long as her arms
would have) she held a glass of some dark liquid. She handed me
one. We clinked glasses. She smiled, I smiled. She drank. She
wanted me to drink with her. It would be so nice, I thought, to
have a drink with her and to maybe stay for a while.
But I would not.
I shattered my glass on the floor, leapt at her and strangled
her toothy jaw. I grappled her to the ground and she thrashed me
with her knife fingers and we battled to the death in that deepest
chamber of my self. She rolled over me, tumbling us both into a
stack of bricks, bringing them on us, their jagged red edges
battering my face. She pressed her enormous feet on my chest,
crushing me. I knew what she was, somehow, in that moment. Whether
she knew me I cannot say. She bent her face close, teeth chattering a
noxious smirk.
Summoning all my strength, I heaved her off me. I spun atop her
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and bashed her to the ground with a brick, shattering her face,
bloodying her hair. She never stopped smiling. I tore her distorted
limbs from their sockets and shattered her giant teeth with my fists.
When it was over her corpse turned to dust. To chalk. A rumbling
came from the far end of the room. A torrent of water rushed in.
Clean water. The water of the river. It filled the chamber and swept
me up, nearly drowning me before the pressure gave way and I burst
out the way I came in. I shit myself. I washed out into the world
that wasn’t there.
I woke up. My Father’s men were crouched around, splashing water
on my face. It took a long time to gather myself. I rubbed my eyes.
I patted my backside, as I had learned to do anytime I awoke after
making the mistake of sleeping deeply.
It was dry.
We packaged the rest of the heart in a wooden box, along with
the texts from the ruin. The voyage down the river was like floating
on clouds. I ate my toast and rice and waited for the squeeze, but
I only felt hungrier. I ate fish. I savored apples and nuts and
cured meat for the first time since I was a child. Eventually I
felt full. God didn’t test me. In fact, after a while I realized
I was barely thinking about my stomach at all. It was beautiful.
It was like how God must feel.
In the morning we reached the coast. The river spread wide
for the ocean, a great wash of silty brown spilling into blue.
Dolphins collected at the stern. I ran a hand over my stomach. My
hateful, spiteful gut. I wondered if it was conquered or merely
dormant. I would always live in fear of my affliction’s return. No
human or beast in the world could cure that.
The dolphins leapt and smiled, their expressions trained on
me, as if they knew exactly what they’d given me, what I’d taken
from them. I felt almost like a burglar for taking one of their
own. Surely my years of suffering had earned it. But what had the
dolphins earned? What was their price? What was anyone’s suffering
worth, anyway?
As we broke into open ocean the dolphins hovered in the estuary,
watching us go. Their gaze would follow me long after the horizon
swallowed them. We sailed north. I wondered what was for breakfast.
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WET

by|T|H|E|O||S|E|B|A|S|T|I|A|N|

I first noticed my attraction to women at the age of ten. Maybe
that was a bit later than the other boys in my class. But I remember
standing at the edge of the pool, the concrete wet and hot beneath
my shriveled toes, and seeing my mother’s friend Lacey in a bikini.
It was red with pink stripes, and I pictured it falling off in the
pool and her tits bouncing out for all to see. I got hard and ran
inside the pool house to masturbate for the first time.

I first noticed my attraction to men a few years after that,
at 13. I was changing for my second period swimming class,
a mandatory six-week journey that, overall, did not teach me how to
swim. I watched the men around me change into the “uniform:” a
tight, black speedo. I wanted each of the men in my class to bend
me over and take turns fucking me until I was oozing from each of
them, my asshole raw and red.
I didn’t make the connection that water had been a significant
part of my pubescent odyssey until years later, when I lost my
virginity in my car to my girlfriend at the time, when we were
parked overlooking a lake, with fireflies dotting the damp air
around us. I was 16 then. My girlfriend knew a lot more than me,
thankfully. She guided herself on top of me in the backseat, riding
me until one of us got bored.
I had made a habit of jerking off in the bathroom, rather than my
bedroom. I once laid in bed, jerking off to my girlfriend’s nudes,
when my mother knocked at the door. She didn’t even wait for a
response--not even a shallow breath to indicate that it was okay
to enter. One pathetic knock and the door flew open. I quickly wrapped
my blankets around my body, startled. She either didn’t notice or was
too shocked to say anything. We looked at each other for a moment
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before she asked me what I wanted for dinner, then promptly exited, and
thudded down the stairs.
That was too close.
After that, I only jerked off in the bathroom. I waited until my
mother was busy, either cooking, working, or asleep, when I knew she
wouldn’t knock and ask what was taking me so long. With only one bathroom
between the two of us, I had to schedule my jacking sessions like
conference calls.
I can probably fit one in here before work and while Mom is cooking
dinner.
Hmm. Fifteen minutes? I can definitely cum in that time.
I unfortunately made a habit of not always cleaning up after myself. I
would shoot a load and sometimes it would fly onto the ceiling, cascade
along the tile, or drape down the shower curtain. I used a lot of toilet
paper to wipe it all away, but Mom never asked why we went through so
much. I grew less and less careful the older I got, letting it rot and
harden, sticking to the floor or the toilet seat like chewed gum, festering.
Last summer, my mother had started dating again, which gave me ample
time for jacking off between homework sessions and work. She was never
home on the weekends, leaving me free to, finally, masturbate in my bedroom.
It didn’t have the same effect, though. I was so used to sitting on the
toilet, dick in hand, jerking, my back aching against the plastic toilet
lid. Now, lying down did nothing for me. It took twice as long, with
twice as much pumping. I gave up the bedroom attempts and returned to my
solace in the bathroom. It was like returning to an old, once forgotten
habit or feeling the first kick of a weed high lighten your brain, your
eyes floating around in your head. Only once, a few months ago, did my
mother surprise me at the door as my cum trail ejected from my dick and
splattered on the toilet seat. She had an emergency at the hair salon
and needed to leave, and I hurriedly cleaned up and surrendered the
bathroom to her. I opened the door and she sighed and rushed in after
me, her apron draping along her arm.
*
It was a wet August night when Mom knocked on my door. She didn’t immediately enter, either. She called for me, her voice vibrating against
the wooden door.
“Connor? Honey? You awake?” She asked.
I opened the door, and there she stood, with Hunter, her boyfriend
of a few weeks now. He was a tall man with a shaved head who loved to
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smoke and had a missing tooth but a perfectly chiseled jaw. Aside from
the tooth, he was pretty sexy. Then I remembered that he probably fucked
my mother every weekend, so I blinked and forced the thought out of my
mind.
“We have some news,” she said, smiling, holding Hunter’s freckled
hand.
I assumed this was marriage, though I wouldn’t have been too
shocked. Dad had left the year before, and she didn’t wait long before
she started bringing men home, usually a different one each weekend. I’d
met Todd, the train conductor (which I didn’t even know was a realistic
livelihood anymore), Ralph, the baker (I liked him, especially when he
brought us a muffin basket once), and many others. A mixed assortment, I
will say. Some had taken the time to sit with me in my room while my
mother got ready for their date. They’d ask me how I was doing, what I
planned on doing with my life, when I was going to leave for college,
which I assumed meant “When are you getting out of here so I don’t have
to try and raise a child?” I’d feign interest in some art program or
mechanical engineering school, though I hadn’t particularly made up my
mind or gravitated towards any one particular interest. They’d tell me
how great that was and to never stop chasing my dreams, which, again,
I assumed meant, “Please leave the house. I really don’t want to be a
step-parent.”
My mother sat me down on my bed, kicking away my dirty clothes piles.
She put a hand on my back and sighed.
“I’m going to have a baby,” she explained.
My eyes widened. I looked at Hunter, who seemed less than enthused,
then back at my mother, who was glowing.
“A… baby? Now?” I asked.
My mother glanced over to Hunter. “It was…unexpected, certainly,
but I think this is what God wants.”
Her wide smile almost looked strange on her, off-putting even,
like a Picasso painting. I hadn’t seen her express this much
excitement since before Dad left, and I didn’t want it to vanish
or melt away. I was happy she was happy, despite the less-than-ideal circumstances, I imagined.
“And Hunter is…” I began, before she cut me off.
“—The father, yes,” she chuckled, nervously.
This meant two things. The first was that my mother had been
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fucking this man that had only been around for less than a month and
they were not using protection. The second was that I was going to have
a half-brother or sister, which was…. interesting. I’d been an only
child for seventeen years now. Would I have to help raise it? Would I
have to give up this assumed dream I was supposed to have of college?
Before I could ask any questions, my mother stood back up.
She kept grinning, but the smile waned when she looked over to Hunter,
then back to me. “I’m sure this is shocking for you, too, honey. But
you’re gonna have a little brother.”
“Is it a boy?” I asked.
“It better be,” Hunter commented, the first thing he’d said since
they entered.
I used every muscle in my face to put on a smile and hug my mother.
“Well, uh, congrats!” I said.
As the hug ended, she took my hand. “Money’s gonna be a little tight
for a while,” she said.
That wasn’t news. Money was always tight, even when Dad was here.
We’d been clipping coupons and buying off-brand cereals since I was born.
I remember missing out on my field trips and school events because we
simply did not have the money for them.
“Maybe next year,” Mom would say, crumpling up my permission slip.
“Not right now, son,” Dad would say, staring at his computer screen,
avoiding my tearing eyes.
Mom walked back to the door, pushing Hunter out. As she pulled my
door close, she looked back at me once more. “I know you’ll be a great
brother,” she added. The door shut firmly, leaving me in the quiet room
with only those words echoing in my ears.
A few weeks later, Mom threw a party. She invited my grandmother, who, of course, didn’t show, and my aunts and uncles. I
never particularly got along with many of them, as they tended to
ramble on about the democratic leadership failing our country and
why things needed to be like the “old days” again. Regardless,
they would lavish me with gifts on holidays, knowing my mother
(and at one time, my father) couldn’t provide me with much. My
uncle Steven bought me my first laptop last Christmas, making sure
to lean over to me as I unwrapped it, saying, “You work hard in
school and help your mama out. She needs you.” The pressure to
build a life for myself and now my mother had been eating at me
since that moment, and I hadn’t looked at any college brochures or
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toured any schools, either.
At the party, Uncle Steven and Hunter were in the backyard shooting
rifles, while Mom and Aunt Carol (Uncle Steven’s new wife) gossiped in
the kitchen. I was sitting on the couch, scrolling through my phone, not
intending to eavesdrop on them but ultimately doing so.
“This must be a surprise,” Aunt Carol said.
“It really is,” my mother responded, and I imagined her smiling
again. “But it is what it is. Though Hunter told me he never got any of
his exes pregnant. They said he was infertile.”
“Really?” Aunt Carol asked, her pitching soaring upon this piece
of information.
“Yes, yes, but don’t say anything to Steven. Hunter always said it
made him feel less of a man,” my mom added.
I chuckled, careful not to let them hear me. Though I realized I’d
heard more than I wanted to at this point, so I got up and retreated to
the bathroom for a brief jacking session. Hopefully nobody would need
the bathroom for ten minutes, I thought.
When mom was six months pregnant, her stomach had grown immensely.
She claimed she was bigger then than she was when I was once growing
inside her. Aunt Carol decided to throw my mother a baby shower one day,
and as I was leaving for work, I walked past the group of women shoving
gifts in my mother’s face. I hadn’t recognized many of them. Some of
them were my mother’s church friends. Others were neighbors. I imagined
the guest list was not very long. My mother looked up and saw me grab
my nametag, magnetized to the fridge door.
“You have to go to work?” she asked, the other women’s voices
overlapping hers like tidal waves.
I nodded, and she blew me a kiss. Hunter had, of course, been thrown
a bachelor party somewhere. I asked my mom why he was having a bachelor
party if they weren’t getting married, and she only reasoned it as,
“That’s what men do, honey.”
*
My mother went into labor on April 4th, a day encumbered by rainfall and fog. I sat outside her hospital room, listening to her violent
screams reverberate throughout the hospital’s hallway, bouncing off the
white, sterile walls. After six hours, Hunter had finally shown up, still
in dirty oil-rigging clothes, holding a box of cigars. A pack of men
followed behind him, each of them weighed down by the box, black fabric
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and neon vests. Their faces were covered in dirt and grime, and their
brown boots left black stains on the hospital tiles. They hollered and
sang songs with Hunter while they lit up their cigars, much to the chagrin
of the helpless nurses. Hunter offered me one, too, but I turned my head
away from him. He said nothing and shoved it back in the cigar box,
slamming the lid shut.
As the men carried on, my mother’s screams slowly died down. After a
few more hours and as the rain fell harder, a baby’s cry was finally heard
inside. After a few minutes, the nurses let Hunter and me in. There Mom
was, her blonde hair ragged and stringy, her eyes sunken, but she was
smiling.
“Connor, come meet your baby brother,” she whispered, the baby crying
weakly. Hunter stood at the foot of the bed and held his hard hat over
his heart.
The baby was a red mess, but it was gripped tightly in a blanket
and cradled in my mother’s arms.
“You’re smiling,” she said to me, though I hadn’t noticed.
*
Hunter soon demanded that he take a paternity test before giving
the baby his name.
“I want to be sure I’m his dad if he’s gonna be a Junior,” he
said, my mother nodding along as she cooed the baby to sleep.
I was jacking off in the bathroom at home when I heard the front
door unlock. I didn’t even get to finish before she called for me. I
zipped back up and walked down the stairs, and my mom stood by the
door, baby in one arm, suitcase in the other. Hunter was nowhere
to be seen. I got up and helped her to the couch, careful not to
wake my little brother.
“Where’s Hunter?” I asked.
“He’s gone,” she said. It was a cold, simple statement.
“So… was he…?” I tried to understand it. He must not have been
the father after all, then, I thought.
“He wasn’t,” my mother said, staring blankly ahead of her.
“Do you know who is?” I asked.
She remained locked on the front window, staring out into the
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spring light.

“No,” she said.

I said nothing. The silence separated us, as the baby slept quietly
in my mother’s lap.
“Without making you uncomfortable,” she began, “Hunter was the only
possible option, I assure you.”
I didn’t ask for details. “What does this mean?” I asked instead.
She looked at me, her eyes heavy. “I don’t know.”
We sat together on the couch for a while. The baby slept softly,
occasionally fussing or stirring, but otherwise fine. The room was quiet,
and a rain cloud hung over the house, gently wetting the lawn. I tapped
on my jeans, waiting for my mother to ask for something. Then I felt
something sticky on my fingers, and I noticed a small drop of semen on
my thumb. I quickly wiped it away, hoping she hadn’t noticed. The bathroom entered my mind again, my cum shots spewing on the seat and down my
thighs, droplets gathering. I could hear my mother knocking, desperate
to pee, to get to work quickly.
My legs twitched. The baby screamed. Rain fell.
I was going to take care of my mother. Just like Uncle Steven asked
me to.
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#1MLM

THREE
PIECES
by|D|R|E|

|H|I|L|L|

Needed a job
So he told me to rim
Lord forgive me
Cuz we about to sin
Started at noon
Then we ended at ten
Breathing all heavy
Told him to do it again
Got his back arching
While I’m sliding right in
Splotch on him like I’m Dali
Watch it flake off his skin
Hit ‘em with the reverse
69 with a flip and spin
He can say what he want
But that dick a ten out of ten

#2LITTORAL
drip, drip, drip
goes the ocean
when you slide in
wait, wait, wait
piece it like a puzzle
then you fit right in
one, two, three
better hold your breath
when you dive in
huff, huff, huff
gotta catch your wave
know you like me ridin’
breathe, breathe, breathe
can’t fight the urge
when you’re wylin’
splash, splash, splash
come the waves on the sand
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as you wash ashore the island
drip, drip, drip
thought you were dreaming
from the way you were smilin’
wait, wait, wait
as I drag you out to sea
guess you better try again
one, two, three
working with the current
beat me up without fightin’
huff, huff, huff
got me seeing stars
boy they’re so blindin’
breathe, breathe, breathe
now we’re laid across the shore
lying in the sand while we’re dryin’
splash, splash, splash
listen to the sound of the ocean
man this island so invitin’
Unilateral
A cyclical chain
Intertwined yin and yang
Two fish swimming in unison
Shift position
Adjusting weight
Bountiful pleasure
A test of fate
On the top
Side by side
On the bottom
The circle of 69

#370
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SACRED IS
BURNING
IS SACRED
|D|.|P|L|E|I|A|D|E|S|
|S|H|A|R|P|E|
by

I want to walk in the ruined ashes of a holy place.
holding hand of someone I sanctified by breaking bone
marrow boils in the gaps between my fingers and they
the viscera of my flayed palm clean

kiss

Because the bones of an old cathedral, the twisting spires of wood and
stone, the architecture and engineering that was a marvel then and now,
Marvel now, at how we leave footprints
like
astronauts in ash
leaving indelible marks
impermanent still
those bones
those bones
(my bones)
Those bones of a building that have stood for so, so long, all of that
history carved into them. All of those prayers, all that bloody history,
all that delirium of living that has wrapped through them…..

THEY HAVE BURNED
The fire touched them.
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The fire consumed them, wrapped around those beautiful bones and tore
them down.
The fire orgasmed, thrusting, weeping, edged ever onwards by consuming
more, ever more.
-------I want you to push my bare back down across the still burning embers
of that altar of Notre Dame. I want to feel you make. me. do that. I
want to struggle against it, just barely. Because I want it. I want it
achingly bad, the facsimile of struggle, the submission and surrender.
The burning.
Gods above and below the burning.
I want the leaden cross to melt a crown across my brow, for my skin to
split and blister as blue tinted bone met blued metal.
Oh, fuck, do I want you to push me down on that charred husk of a holy
place, bite my mouth bloody. I want to feel my flesh crack and split on
the embers of a burning sanctity. I want to feel my skin split open and
watch you watch me catch flame. To see the golds reflected in the aching
fog-green of your eyes. To watch ash bloom where pupils once were
I want to see your knuckles split as you hold me down by my hips.
I want the Cathedral to burn again.
I want it to burn around us.
For I am the only holy place that matters, and you are the one that
anoints me.
----Watching Notre Dame burn made things I thought better left forgotten
rise up in my chest again. I felt it, all the way through my bones, as
the bones of something beautiful cracked and fell in on itself, rising
up in plumes of incensed smoke, flames scorching the arched ceiling of
the sky. The world watched, not comprehending the beauty of it, not
really understanding it at all. They see a tragedy, something horrible.
It was beautiful.
It was so, so beautiful.
Watching the world unravel, the work of thousands. The adoration of
thousands. Thousands, thousands, thousands had looked upon Notre Dame.
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The gaze of millions watched as its ribcage was torn open, as flying,
sweeping, gorgeous wooden bones caught ablaze and spat ember to the
ground and ash to the sky.
Give that attention to me.
The fire is beautiful, I want it, I want to feel it licking the inside of
my ribs, I want it to light me up in red and orange, illuminating me from
the inside out. I want to light the dark places, a lantern made out of
blood and bone and ash and fire. For fonts of holy water to spill between
the cracks of flesh, for the one most true blessing that one body can give
another to spill across your throat and thirsting mouth, for the plasma
of my blood, set alight, to quench the deepest and most primal thirst.
----I want to feel nothing but heat overwhelming. I want your body pressed
against my chest, I want to look up at you as the room around us burns
away to nothing. As all that sacred history is consumed by uncaring,
unfeeling fire. I want there to be only cold left behind when your lust
drips down onto me. I want the marrow of my bones to be made molten and
for you to drink deep of me.
I want to be covered in ash.
I want my body to be painted with blood and black and grey ash. I want
to smell the world around me on fire. To feel my lungs ache with the heat.
To drown myself in smoke, not water.
oh to feel my lungs full of smoke
oh to feel that as I cum
oh to have your hands on me as the altar slowly burns
oh to have myself painted in destruction
oh to feel my lungs full of smoke
I want my body to be painted with the only eternal absolution, the
ultimate consumer as I let myself be taken with it. I want to take all
the pleasure just like the fire is taking all of the history. I want to
be utterly consumed by your pleasure. By the fire. By the fire of pleasure.
By you.
--The spire collapsed like a woman fainting. You could feel the paradigm
of the rest of the world sigh and shift. They all watched it, transfixed
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utterly as the inevitable happened. Wood snapped. Fire roared and it
collapsed down, down, down into the roof, into the waiting embrace of
the fire that doomed it.
It was everything. All of that adoration, all of that beauty, all of that
history and love and everything that someone – everyone – the world gave
that spire.
notre dame burned
and I felt something in my chest jump and shift
if I could be Her or the Fire
I’d fuck you on the altar instead.
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TEETH

|H|L|R|

by

She looks down and sees
her bottom jaw resting
on the ground by her feet.

Carefully / she picks it up
to assess the extent of the ruin
but it is clear: Her mandible has entirely
detached itself from her head and now sits
quietly in the palms of her shaking hands.
It half-smiles at her / just as it had done so
many times before at handsome strangers
and bad jokes. As if newly erupted
from the grip of the ivory bone /
her teeth form a sparkling semi-circular row.
She studies the teeth / noticing that /
where they are not laced with blood and
saliva, they are obscenely white, almost
iridescent. With claret edges / her teeth
look like menstruating pearls. They
look delicate and indestructible.
She begins to run and so does the blood: It trickles
through the gaps in her fingers / collecting
in the crease of her elbow before dripping
onto the pavement / leaving
a trail behind her.
The blood is gooey and viscous
and though it looks too dark
to be fresh it keeps on flowing.
A mess of bloody saliva pours from her jawless mouth
down her neck and settles in a sticky pool on her chest.
When she tries to spit out the taste of rusty nails and panic
she discovers that she has no tongue.
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The unfamiliar residential street
is curiously busy for 3AM and
she knows a lot of the people that
she passes. She stops to ask everyone
she sees to help her to put her jaw back
in place. She is met with bemused faces.
She screams and shouts and begs but no sound
emerges from her / just the occasional crimson gurgle.
She looks pleadingly at the passers-by then looks down
at the jaw in her hands / motions fitting the jaw back
to her head and then looks back at her potential
saviour / praying they’ll understand. They look at her
with pity and faux-guilt / apologise / say things like
“Sorry, dear, I’m in a rush” “I’m not a dentist,
unfortunately,” and “Oh, I don’t really
want to get involved.”
The fact that she cannot properly communicate to ask for help /
or even find out what has happened to her / frightens her, and
causes her far more distress than the fact that her jaw has fallen off.
She tries to communicate using her eyes; she is certain that
her eyes must surely convey the horror / confusion and desperate need to be
helped that she cannot speak aloud. But no: She is ignored and unsaved. Tears
tumble down her cheeks / over her top lip and straight down to her chest to mingle
with the rest of the mess of fluid. She tries to spit again and grows frustrated upon remembering
that she can’t. She runs out of tears and sits under the glow
of a streetlamp with her bloody / perfect jaw beside her / and hopes
for somebody to throw her a tissue at least.
Sometimes she wanders about the strange town for hours / begging
for help through her eyes / frenzied / covered in blood and clutching
her jaw in her hands / rocking it slightly as if it were an injured bird.
Sometimes she gives up after a few minutes and resigns herself to living
a life of silence / with only her bottom jaw for mute company. Sometimes
she smashes her jaw against an orange brick wall / sometimes repeatedly /
hundreds of times / but it always stays whole. Nobody ever helps. She no longer
believes that someone will eventually come along and fix her because nobody ever
has before / and she knows that if she expects nothing / she will never be
disappointed / only ever pleasantly surprised. She remains mute and
hungry and ugly and cries and cries and cries, but she never dies.
She is, after all, built of the same
matter as her jawbone: She is
delicate and indestructible.
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TWIN |L|G|
by

|T|H|O|M|S|O|N|
My sister and I have always been close. Unnaturally close, some might
say though surely there is nothing more natural than the bond between
sisters. We share the same DNA after all.

We were wrapped up in each other from the moment of conception and
from the moment of birth, no one could tell us apart. Not even our
parents - them least of all. They treated us as one and they should not
be blamed for that.
Even before I knew, before I understood, I was aware of her heart
beating beside mine. At night she protected me, comforting me when every
shadow was a torment. Amid restless hours, her love cocooned me and kept
the nightmares at bay. But there were other nights when she made her rage
known. She had her own way of letting me feel her anger and her jealousy.
Her pain became my pain when her hand squeezed my heart until it almost
split in two. But my suffering was as naught compared to hers.
The hurt she inflicted was instantly forgivable. What mattered was that
she was always there for me and I was always there for her. My enemies became
her enemies. She was my friend in a hostile world, everything and more a
wretched soul like me could wish for. But now the balance has shifted.
I was the dominant one, now she manipulates me. She makes me do things
I don’t want to do. She knows I hate it when they scream and she enjoys
my discomfort. If only that was the worst of it.
Soon she won’t have to force me into doing those things. Soon she
won’t need to. Soon she’ll be able to find them without me. Soon she won’t
need me for anything. And what then? What then?
I was thirteen years old the first time I saw my sister. I’d just
started my period and had stomach cramps so bad I was biting on my pillow.
She oozed out from between my legs, a blood clotted, half-formed foetus,
and lay on the bed beside me. Her head was too big for her body, her arms
thin and weak. From the waist down she was a visceral gel held together by
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tissue-thin skin. Her most solid feature was the umbilical that connected
her to me.
She was a repulsive little thing. Veins throbbed on her bulgy head
and her tiny heart could be seen pulsing within the soft shell of her
ribcage. With tremendous effort she raised her face. It was red and fluid
and her eyes had not yet fully formed. They were sealed with a membrane
like those of a newly hatched bird. But even though they were sightless,
when her eyes looked into mine I felt a joy I had never experienced
before. That moment was the happiest of our lives.
Having introduced herself, she slithered back to the safe warmth
inside me.
I ate and she fed on me. My appetite was voracious, but I could
barely keep up with her demands. Father jokingly asked if I had worms
while Mother eyed me with suspicion, watching my belly to see if I
was eating for two (if only she knew!) When that bore no results, she
stalked my movements, checking to see if I was purging myself. Who
could blame her for how else to reconcile the amount of food going in
with the weight I never gained?
My sister feasted on the rich nutrients my body provided and as
she grew in strength she became more domineering. But I was growing too
and my interests were widening. Once, when I neglected her, she gave my
stomach a vicious twist. Though my scream was silent, it was a pain I
will never forget. From that moment on my attention was assured.
Soon enough my body was unable to keep up with her hunger. She
needed more than I could provide. Sustenance would have to come from
external sources.
At first I was surprised by how easily I attracted boys, but of
course they were drawn by my sister. Her light shone through me and
they clustered around with their sweet sour breaths and their hard
bodies and their nutritional seed.
It started with the semen. My sister lapped it up and her features
formed and her fingers unwebbed. But soon even that wasn’t enough. The
first was the worst for I wasn’t expecting it to happen and my surprise
was as acute as his, but while my horror was silent, he screamed like
a banshee.
So much blood from such a little bite. I retched at the iron tang
while he bled out and she lapped it up like a kitten at a bowl of cream.
I didn’t want to hurt them but it was a choice between them and my sister
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and my sister will not be denied.
From semen to blood, from blood to flesh. I blacked out when I saw
her gnawing at the groin of the last one. By the time I came to, his
body had been cannibalised and she was back inside me.
I can’t let her go on. But if I’m going to stop her, I have to do it
now. Before she outgrows me. She’s too heavy inside me as it is. Membranes are stretching thin, bones splintering. It won’t be long before
I am ruptured and ruined. I wonder if she would make a meal of me the
way she did of Mother and Father?
I do not wish to find out. There is a sense of urgency. I must get
started before she awakes from her last feast. I haven’t cleaned his
remains away. There’s no point. I will leave him where he lies. An explanation for my actions.
The river is as swollen as my sister has made my belly and only a
short walk away. My jacket, padded, thick, and warm, hangs from the hook
by the back door, its pockets filled with stones I have collected this
past while. She won’t be suspicious as I have long been in the habit of
taking a nightly stroll. How else do you think I find the boys?
I pull my jacket on for the final time.
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STOP THE DEAD
|T|A|S|H|A| |M|A|P|E|S|

by

CONTENT WARNING: DEATH
You died and your family
Covered all the mirrors.
Silver reflections capture souls
Thirsty slick surface
Like a starved flytrap.
Mismatched linen carefully draped
Elegant lady’s shoulder
Slipping
Then pulled back
Cover the bare modesty of a line of skin
Cover the false promises
Cover the mirrors in this
House of mourning,
Stop the dead.
There is no room for you to stay.
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POLYAMORY

by|P|A|I|G|E| |J|O|H|N|S|O|N|
Six hands, three hearts, one body
Six eyes, three heads, one mouth
Thirty fingers, a hundred others pointing
Umpteen reasons, a universe wide
An ocean of rust and stardust
Hovering ten stories high,
An origin, our celestial makeup
Adam sewn from a wanting seed,
Set to spread its coded seams
The rib of Adam giving birth
To orphaned clay, a feebler, fonder sex—
Or so was said after the discovery of Lilith,
Eve’s second sister(wife).
Their truth crestfallen by controversy,
Wrapped in the pages of cindered books
But christened by the cosmos,
The North Star is a starting point
To free-fall with or without parachute
In restructured times, cultures, and histories,
Uneven union spells dangerous devotion
The disciples of democracy are
Exiled and dismissed,
Mislabeled and deterred
For loving more
For longing less
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I WILL LOVE MY

FUCKING
B O D Y

by|O|L|I|V|E|

|F|I|N|L|E|Y|
CONTENT WARNINGS: SELF-HARM, DISORDERED EATING, & BODY IMAGE

My body is a tangled mess of lies and truths. Inside my sixfoot-something frame sits a growing addiction to destroying myself.
I chain-smoke cigarettes and chain-vape and slice my skin open with
stolen blades and I don’t know whether I eat too much or not enough
but I have gained a lot of weight and I’m still not sure whether
that’s a good thing or a bad thing.
There’s nothing wrong with being fat, but I never thought I’d
see myself as a fat person. Growing up I was always a skinny little
kid, a beanpole of a boy who would later fill out and realize that
they were never really male in the way that everyone wanted them to
be, or in any way at all.
My body is coated with freshly created scars. They’re all over
me – my wrists, my shoulders, my thighs – and the tool I used to
depict them is sitting on the counter next to the sink, waiting
desperately to either be hidden or used again, or maybe both.
I am trying nervously to love my body in its entirety. It may
not seem like I am succeeding, but my dysphoria is dropping by the
day, and I haven’t taken any steps to actually transition past,
like, cycling through new names and pronoun sets and buying a couple
dresses from Hot Topic.
I am trying to love myself. The sticky notes on my bathroom mirror
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tell me that I am doing a good job. They tell me that my tummy is
cute and soft, that my chest is a perfect size, that my hips and
thighs are wonderful and gorgeous. I wish they would tell me that my
voice just raised three octaves, or that my dick magically disappeared
overnight, or that I’d somehow shrunk a foot in my sleep.
I will love my fucking body with every ounce of energy I’ve
got. I will surround myself with people who love this vessel too,
and I will ask them to repeat it often. I will love their bodies
as much as I will love my own, and I will kiss their scars and the
most vulnerable areas they will bare.
This body is my permanent home, and I will decorate it how I
please. My running list of tattoos and piercings I want is
running somewhere in the double digits right now, and the only
thing stopping me is the fact that I barely have enough cash to buy
a pack of smokes at the gas station.
When I go back to school in the fall, I will have more money
saved up and I will use that money like a delinquent. I will buy
so many cigarettes and I will get so many body mods and I will eat
so many fast-food burritos and sandwiches downtown. I will adorn
my body with new clothes that are just the right size and I will
make sure that I look like the raging queer anarchist hidden deep
within my soul.
I will give my body rest when required in order to keep myself
moving on the days that I have to walk to classes and to the store
and to the dining hall. I will sleep soundly at night cuddling a
plump pillow between my arms and I will shower and brush my teeth
and I will shave my face and maybe even my legs.
I will nourish my body with fresh and delicious fruits and
vegetables and I will take care of my fucking body because this
life is the only one I have, unless my dreams of reincarnation come
true and I am awakened as a cottontail rabbit or maybe a house cat.
Maybe I will be given another chance to live as a human being.
I no longer play sports like I used to because I’m fucking
disabled and I am losing my physical strength very quickly, not
that I had that much to begin with. I will step foot on a basketball
court and a baseball diamond once more, if only to feel the grass
and the wood beneath my feet and maybe to make one final shot or
throw one last dying fastball.
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EVERYBODY
NEEDS
A
HOBBY
|H|E|S|T|E|R||F|L|O|R|I|N|
by

on Friday nights,
I like to dissect.
I sit in my most comfortable armchair
(with my Horlicks)
((and my iced bun))
and I pluck out an eye
like a pea shucked fresh from its pod
fresh, yes
wet
juicy.
and then the other:
just like peas in a pod.
(and I sip my Horlicks)
(and I turn the page)
and then I like to take out the teeth:
slowly, slowly
tweezed out.
one by one.
not too fast, now. no sudden movements.
we’ve got time to savour it.
until there’s a collection
((next to my iced bun))
of ivory sweetcorn
in a tidy little dish.
mm.
crunchy.
and (I take another sip of my Horlicks)
(and I turn the page)
and then
I like to move on to the tongue.
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slippery fellow, this one
talked too much
or too little
or lost more secrets than he could afford to lose.
nevertheless, it all comes out easy enough in the end
we have our ways
we have our means
Did you know how long tongues are?
((I take another bite of my bun. sticky/
half wet/half set icing clinging to my fingers, stuck
in the cracks in my skin, in the delicate half-moon
of my cuticle))
well, they’re very long. they have roots. like trees.
and, like trees, you really have to
d i g
to get it all out
you know?
and (I stir my Horlicks
and take another sip)
(and I turn the page)
and I pull my scalpel down the forehead
dead central:
slipping through skin and fat
scoring bone
down to the nose-tip
and then some;
down through Cupid’s bow,
through still-wet gums
to peel back and expose everything beneath.
I pause,
watch the light reflect on the blade
and lift it again,
to cut horizontally across the previous cut, this time,
making an opening,
a doorway, a release,
to take off the scalp:
pulling it gently by a fistful of hair
to dislodge it.
scalping the scalp with my scalpel. ha.
(I finish my Horlicks. my bun is now more crumb than bun. I lick my fingers clean)
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almost there, now;
we’re down to the bare bones (and a thin layer
of muscle and cartilage).
and finally we’re at the heart of the matter
and I can see who I’m dealing with
and I greet them like an old friend.
would you like some Horlicks?
and maybe an iced bun?
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MARY MAGDALENE

by |F|R|E|Y|D|I|S||M|O|O|N|

you tasted like honey-soaked figs and vanilla tobacco
prosecco on sunday morning two hours before church
dressed in lace and leather: red-light district miracle
you were my
wisest mistake
brothel baptism in a nightclub bathroom
stall locked—quiet, baby—during midnight mass
i gave you communion
smoke rings
bottom shelf tequila
ginger beer
halved lime
your jimmy choo on the toilet seat; panties pushed aside
i shot you back like the body and blood of
Christ, you were magnificent
stone-shaped bruises scaled your thighs
crowned with crescent moons: accidental lovebites
i was your
sixth demon
Dom Perignon poured straight from the spout
bone-shard exorcism splintered through your sternum
cigarette stamped out on cliff-edged collarbones
and you, vacant
and me, climbing into your throat
again and
again and
again and
again and
again and
again and
a g a i n
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MARROW
by

|A|J||M|A|I|O|R|A|N|A|

When we were young, we watched in horror as grandma
cracked discarded chicken bones and sucked the marrow like a
rare treat. She was of that generation that hated waste, would
eat the eyes, the brain, the liver and any other part that
could be consumed. The best, she always said, was the marrow.
The dead do not taste like the living, and I’ve never seen
the appeal. In the discarded. The remnants. The unwilling. I’ve
tasted pieces, kidneys, and collars, bones and thighs, and found
my way to the valleys around your neck, the curves of your ribs.
Hold your wrists high in prayer, a sacrifice to the
insatiable, bound by breath and sweat and tension.

Spread your ribs at the touch of my lips. Crack and
bend and break and release the things hidden deep inside
your bones until there is nothing left, but brittle
empty bone and thread. And I’ll take the deepest parts of
you; the gristle and waste and things that another person
might discard, if they don’t know the taste of the marrow.
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SHOW ME

by|B|E|N||R|I|D|D|L|E|

Show me where it hurts so I can kiss it better;
let me kiss up and down your collarbones
around where they carved you open,
cut out your heart and weighed it
let me kiss the stitches where
the Fates left thread,
tied you back to
today, to tomorrow, to
trying again, let me kiss you, let me
try again, and someone told me
once that takotsubo syndrome
can be fatal; that you can
die broken of broken
hearts like someone
can take your
little origami heart, and
throw it at a wall, or scrunch it up, and
that will kill you. How strange all the things
people can survive to die without
love and I lost my eye in
an accident;
careless of me, I know.
There are no stitches etched
in my face, I almost wish there were scars
so I could show them to someone and
they would know better than to ask
“what happened,” or “did it hurt,”
“when will it get better?”
I almost wish there
were markings
more obvious than inside
the cave wall of my eye socket so
I wouldn’t have to ask someone to come in,
to come sit by the campfire in the cave
carved out of my head or heart
to say; this is what happened
and one day I will be okay,
but not yet. Today,
I got up, and
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looked at myself
through one eye staring into
the space behind the dead one, and
I’m sure I’ll get used to it, and
I’m sure someone told you
that it gets better, or
it gets easier, or
maybe your pain can be a poem.
Maybe the point of pain is to remind you
that you are alive, and maybe poetry
only exists because we are alive
and maybe being alive is
singing poetry in a
forest like no one can hear us,
or maybe it is screaming poetry at
the endless advance of industrialisation
of automation, of the casualisation
of poets and maybe I am the
poet laureate of having
one eye, and maybe
that makes me
old; maybe that’s why
I see things so one dimensionally.
This is where it hurts, and I want to tell you
while we lay together like I want to stop
this pornographic fucking like
we are performing because
we are performing and
you sound rehearsed, and
my arms around you are choreographed,
choreographed like this is what
all those years of Pornhub
did to both of us;
it is funny to think that
patriarchy taught me to fuck
even when I was thinking about girls, and
you have spent years being not like
other girls, and maybe that’s why
you try so hard to sound like
this is you trying to wake
the neighbours because
that is as close as we get to likes
when we fuck. It would be crass to make a sex tape.
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THE STAINS WILL NOT COME OUT
FROM UNDER MY FINGERNAILS

|T|A|Y|L|O|R||G|R|E|E|N|E|

by

Scene:
A white background.

Enter from the top of frame
two masculine hands
— unclear if they belong to one man.
They hold
— cradle —
a single, large, blood orange,
sweat begins to bead on the orange
and the cool touch pricks chill bumps on the skin.
A long noiseless pause.

These hands begin their work,
the thumbs, in tandem,
dig into the flesh,
making no attempt to control the mess,
the blood stains their fingers,
the floor beneath
— out of focus.
They tear the orange in two
exposing the carnage.
End scene.
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PURPLE OBLIVION #1
by |J|O|S|H|U|A| |E|F|F|I|O|N|G|
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YOU’VE GOT MAIL

by |D|U|T|C|H||S|I|M|M|O|N|S|
We are born preconditioned to embrace the catastrophic. To
eagerly crane our heads towards highway wrecks. Pavlovian frothing at
the breathless coverage of every plane crash and capsized ferry.
Voyeuristic egos encourage guileless eyes to devour the horrific
splendor.
As a masochist to the marrow, I have imprinted upon myself
a bloodlust so all-encompassing that I actively seek out and
engage the carnage in every aspect of my daily life. A gnawing
hunger desperate for a visceral reaction. I am consumed by an
endless yearning for that instantaneous, nervous inhalation
followed by an urgently mumbled, “There but the grace of God go
I.”
This is what stimulates my soul. My only sense of being alive.
I thrive on choking lungs filled with acrid powder from
exploded airbags. Bathe in the tiny rivulets of blood trickling
down sandpaper-scrubbed skin from seatbelt-chafed necks. Other
people’s pain becomes my pain, and my pleasure. Schadenfreude
and Sado-Masochism entwined like mesh and lace.
The sallow flash of my phone’s voicemail is the lighthouse’s
warning of rocky shoals that lie ahead. Only two types of people
leave voicemails - people who want something from you, or people
who want the last word.
I relish these messages with the same gusto reserved for picking
a fresh scab.
I’ve pressed the number “9” to replay exhortations to “Drop
dead,” from failed relationships. Saving them for an additional
thirty days with the same care reserved for foreplay.
All were opened with a glee reserved for Christmas presents.
The constant refrain of my shortcomings, failures, and broken
promises read like love notes to the sickened, battered spouse
within me. The promise of attention awoke a lustful, broken down
Norma Desmond pining for her close up.
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This is the demon that inhabits me.
It stemmed from the desperation of needing to be recognized
by my father. I failed in countless attempts to confront or
resolve the issues with him over the years. It’s always been best
to worship the devil you know. My father’s messages were the most
treasured and anticipated.
He was a technological Luddite. The United States Postal
Service was complicit in the delivery of his cheerfully handwritten bits of poison detailing some perceived injustice from
companies whose bills “accidentally” had gone unpaid. The mail
lacked the immediacy he demanded. Voicemails were a means to poke
and prod, and prevented the ability to counter in the moment.
His last voicemail was the perfect literary composition car
crash. The mail notification crackled with nervous energy. My
father always delivered. A violent splattering of gut-churning
words pregnant with hours of self-loathing.
“I love you, but you have been a disappointment.”
A head-on collision summing up the entirety of our relationship.
My Homerian search for validation and approval would never be
satisfied. Nor would the stratospheric standards that he laid out
for me ever be achieved.
I listen to the voicemail daily, as part of my morning routine.
The healthy dose of self-loathing was a multivitamin that fueled
me throughout the day. Some addicts keep a rubber band around
their wrist to snap every time a craving tormented them. My
father provided a tautly wound elastic band around my heart. All
I needed to do was inhale and listen to his one-sentence
missive. The resounding snap against my aorta provided the
bloodlust I craved.
I knew my father would never reconsider his messages. There
was no genuflection and absolution. A tossed-off sentence, an
aborted afterthought about it being too late, too far gone, and
the abyss already embraced? Being my father’s son, I was a
creature of habit possessed by my own addictions. I would listen
to the voicemail every morning awaiting a gossamer apology never
materialized.
What superpower prevents the sins of the father from being
borne upon the son? How does one combat the wanton DNA that some
wayward sperm spread in blind ambition?
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My father’s words echoed through me like a wind-whipped strand
of birches, rendering flesh from my body. I swore they would never
fall upon the delicate ears of my child. Self-flagellation would
live and die with me.
My father has been dead for three years but remains more
present in my life now than he ever was. His messages are forever
the gifts that keep on giving.
This would make him smile.
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BLOOD FOR THE

BLOOD
LILY
by|O|N|A||W|O|O|D|S|
Come here. Let me kiss it better.
In the dark
Let there be no you or I.
I wilt, and a chorus of elephants trumpets the triumph. Wilted, I have never been
so powerful. In the dark, arms Disentangled from my body, skin boundless, oceanic,
You are the air I inhabit / the air inhabiting me.
I am the breath pooling on your tongue.
We hurt the way velvet on a deer’s antlers does,
Nerves armored by softness, guiding the growth of something Harder, one day unyielding,
ultimately
Doomed to be shed and bloodied in the snow.
We hurt, expertly, harmonized, we hurt a resonant hurt.
I want to make it better.
Let me kiss you coagulated.
Let me cut my throat open, releasing the storm of butterflies Who shall form
the body within your body,
Whose wings beat the breath that hides behind your breath. And when you
have returned to your body,
Let me linger uninhabiting just a while longer.
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IF

MY

CHAOS//

by |R|O|B|I|N| |W|I|L|L|I|A|M|S|

IF MY CHAOS//
MY THROAT RAW // BLOOD COUGHED UP BEHIND BONE-MILK TEETH // MASCARA
MAKING BLACK RIVERS DOWN MY CHEEKS // MY SCREAMING ECHOING // OFF
THE HOLE MY SORE KNUCKLES LEFT IN THE WALL // THE SPLINTERS ON THE
CRACKED TILE FLOORS // MY BLISTERING FEET STAND UPON // MY
IMPULSIVENESS AND ANGER // THAT IGNITES FASTER // THAN A MATCHSTICK TO
GASOLINE //
MAKES ME BEAUTIFUL //
THEN WHY DIDN’T SHE STAY // WHY DIDN’T HE STAY
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T H O R A C I C

VERTEBRAE
by|n|a|t| |r|a|u|m|
wisps of thin smoke curl under the glare of a floodlight
dappled by mothwings
my back is comprised of several
thousand rubber bands stretched to thin strings
i was never good
at putting distance between my head and shoulders
i tear
like holes in the thighs of my new jeans

[please lord, it is not my choice to exist in a body.]
pink and black and blue and welts
i saw it all nineteen years ago
through tear-soaked visions of warm chandelier light
july can be
cruel but august is brutal
i just didn’t think it would take this long
bloated lungs straining ribs
with each pop running further
from the shrapnel
[if i could i would have my spine pulled out like a butter poached
lobster from its shell.]
my mother climbs an a-frame ladder
(i ache to slouch so much
it hurts to slouch)
raven-symoné playing through static
radio disney
in front of a box fan in a light street doorway
thoughts of making it to thirty wane
expiring like afternoons
spent watching tissue paper and burnt orange paint stacked over and
over themselves in neat piles
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S W E E T E N E R
by

|T|K||H|I|R|S|T|

There’s sweetener on the counter.
Small grains trailing after one another like ants.
The smell of instant coffee is bitter and alluring all at once
and I follow after you. Breakfast has been served for me.
Two slices of toast, you watch me eat half-heartedly
and I joke about the leeches in the bathroom I saw
earlier this morning while I was brushing my teeth.
Last night I felt roaches roam around the sheets

before you laid right next to me. The night before that I thought
about the fat bubbling around my thighs. How you would dutifully
wipe it away with a tea towel, ignoring the smell of vomit
and dried blood we both never bothered to scrub from the carpet.
There’s sweetener on the counter. Right next to the rice crackers.
The skimmed milk. The sweetener stands tall and proud next to the boiling kettle.
We ignore last night’s barbecue of my flesh; body heavy
and heaving against the bathroom sink,
the bile overpowering the taste of spearmint.
The nurse’s concerned look, my maniacal laugh - your absence
underneath the harsh neon lights. My skin is sutured shut.
While I waited for you I wondered what my own flesh would taste like.
Before that I swallowed turquoise glitter bathwater
and I choked and choked and I thought that perhaps
the worms in my stomach could finally consume me.
The fat on my thighs have stopped bubbling.
There’s sweetener on the counter. I ask if you’ve had breakfast yet.
You tell me you’ve already eaten. You watch me eat.
Your leg moves restlessly. The blood from my thighs seeps
through my joggers. The kitchen smells like coffee and iron.
The leeches in the bathroom remain.
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THE HOLY INCUBUS
OF WEST VIRGINIA

by|B|R|I|A|R| |R|I|P|L|E|Y| |P|A|G|E|

I see him come down from the sky and land in the trees by
the highway. I pull over right away. Quiet. No headlights; the
pale of him is enough, under the full moon. Always knew this day
would come. He’s not an unusually large barn owl. Early on, a
couple times, I got too excited and made a mistake, but owls are
a whole other thing. Though owls are very beautiful. His wings
are feathered like an owl’s, and noiseless the way an owl’s are.
His body is a human body, sort of — I call him “he” because everybody calls him “he”, even though there’s really no way to
tell. I think he must be around my size, maybe 5’9, average
build. Though the wings throw you off, they’re so big. He could
be a regular person, but with wings, except he’s not wearing
clothes and he’s covered in all that white stuff. I don’t think
it’s feathers, and I don’t think it’s hair, either.
I’m creeping closer through the bushes, scraping myself on
blackberry thorns but making no sound. No sound, like an owl as
it descends on its quarry. I’m trying to see him better. Maybe
the white stuff is like that fuzz on moths, the fringe around the
sides of moth wings, whatever that’s made of. Maybe that’s why
everybody calls him the name they do. I never liked the name,
myself. Sounds too much like a D-tier Marvel comics character.
There’s nothing cartoony about him. He’s not like an insect.
Maybe he’s a man, and maybe he isn’t. Maybe nobody except me
knows how to recognize angels anymore.
There he is on the gravel of one of those rough roads through
the woods nobody much uses. The highway almost doesn’t exist from
here. He’s curved his wings so they surround him in a protective
wall. He’s crouched on the balls of his feet, under the moonlight
coming down through the gaps in the pines, examining something
he’s picked up out of the forest dirt. The something shines in
his fingers, whiter than he is, whiter than bleached bone or fresh
milk. The shadow of the wings covers his face so I can’t make it
out.
But his eyes flash as I step up on the road to be near him.
They shine red like the light on top of a radio tower, signaling.
All of a sudden, I know he knows I’ve been looking for him. Maybe
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it was his idea that I should look for him in the first place. He wants to be
found. He’s been waiting for years. Since long before he called out to me.

I take another step. I haven’t thought enough about what
I’m going to say. Be not afraid. I come in peace. I mean you no
harm. I’m only trying to know you. Is that what I want to tell
him, or is it something he’s projecting into my mind, or is it
both?
“Did you make the bridge collapse?”

Well. That’s one way to break the ice.

His shadow-draped head shakes slowly. No.
“Were you trying to warn people about the bridge collapse?”
Another step closer.
He does kind of a nod and a shrug at the same time. Then
he stands up, letting whatever he was holding fall back on the
ground. Now I could see his face clear if I wanted, but something
makes me look down. His muscles ripple beneath soft moon-colored fuzz. I can see his chest move as he breathes. I want to
touch him. His wings spread wide. Their tips brush the bark of
the trees around the road. His arms spread wide. I don’t dare
look at his face. You don’t look at the face of an angel. But
he’s calling me in. His arms are strong and smooth. I can feel
his eyes on me, stripping away my clothes, my flesh, my shame.
He sees everything, he sees it all. Down to the bloody core of
what I am. And he doesn’t turn me away.
My hands touch his pectorals. No nipples, so maybe he isn’t
a mammal. I feel his heart. It’s so fast. It feels like beating
wings. His wings moving to surround us both.
I take off my shirt as quickly as I can. My pants, my shoes.
They’re unnecessary. The night air is soft and warm. My cock is stiff.
My cunt is wet. His body feels electric against mine, like there’s
static between us, but it’s not off-putting at all. I want more.
He matches his palms to mine (no nails on his fingers, no finger
-prints), and clasps my hands tight. He pulls me to him and grabs
me by the hips with something lower down — another pair of little
arms. Inhuman fingers stroking inside the cleft of my ass. I put
my face into the velvet of his thick neck and close my eyes.
My feet leave the angular crunch of gravel. Dangling in air.
A great, rushing wind.
We ascend.
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Air beneath behind before me. Clutched to his chest. Pulling
those fine strong filaments that glow moonbright. He smells only
of summer air and pine needles. Fingers surrounding me, toes as
long as fingers. I’m in his talons and I never want to be let go.
I’m full of owl, I’m full of moth, I’m full of angel digits. We
could go to the moon. He could eat me on the wing. I don’t mind.
Radiolight scarlet pulse in my brain. He’s got a message for me.
It’s important. He’s got a warning. I’ve been chosen to receive,
and I receive. Stretched wider than I thought possible. Above the
branches, beneath the stars. Another bridge collapse inside me.
I can’t keep it in; don’t let me go. His not-fur not-feathers all
slick with me now. Dripping milk-blood-cum-sweat onto an earth I
can’t see. I’m trying to hold onto the message. I won’t tell you
what it is. Some things should stay between lovers. I write
impending doom on the backs of my eyelids, to stay and burn there
for the rest of my life, and I let him take me back down.
He pushes me gently towards the pile of my clothes. I don’t
want to part, but I understand, and I can’t argue. It feels awkward and heavy to walk on the ground, supporting my own weight.
The moon makes everything silver and blue as I struggle with my
fly. I can still feel him watching me.
When I turn to him, he kneels. Scoops up that glittering
thing from the gravel. Holds it out. Trembling, I take it. It
chimes and sings as it leaves his wet, sticky fingers.
Once again, I won’t tell you what it is.
Once again, some things should stay between lovers.
But I put it in my back pocket, and he nods at me. For just
an instant, I forget not to look at his face. It is nothing like
a man’s face, or an owl’s, or an insect’s. I half-scream without
meaning to. I fall into a supplicant’s bow, bruising my knees
and the flats of my hands. I smell summer air and pine needles
and the slightly sour tang of my own orgasm.
And when I raise my nose from the road, he’s gone again. I
don’t even see him in the sky, winging away. Just the stars and
the moon and the shadows of the tree tops.
I head back to the car, because what else is gonna happen,
really?
I’m driving home on the highway with my headlights casting
their beams on the yellow line ahead. It’s super late, so I’m
alone in the dark.
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No other cars. No anybody out here. There’s a strange emptiness
that descends after you get something you’ve wanted for a long
time. There’s an object shining in my back pocket, there’s an
object poking into my ass as I shift in the cracked leather
seat. I don’t know what I’m going to do next, exactly. No one
will believe any of this if I tell them. No one ever believes
the important messages.
Well. Almost no one.
I did. I do. Otherwise I would never have come here.
I turn on the radio to keep from feeling lonely. It’s all
preachers and nighttime conspiracy theorists. Nothing of
consequence. When I find a station that’s just static, with
occasional music seeping through, I keep it there. It’s more
honest. And the hours roll on, and eventually I sleep in my
twin-size bed, my arms held out to either side off the mattress
to dangle in empty space.
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A LOVELY RECIPE TO
STRAWBERRY
STRAW
BERRY SHORTCAKE

by|V|I|O|

CONTENTWARNINGS:

EATING/FOOD, ALLUSIONS TO BODY IMAGE

i. Strawberries
Cut into tiny red hearts
to dispose of imperfections,
all you may see.
We can’t have ugly ladies
dancing along our dessert,
can we?

ii. Cake
In order, add
angel powder and golden eggs,
buttercup milk and cherub flesh,
the finest you can afford.
Mix together until they form
a beautiful marriage
that anyone would envy.
Bake at 370°.

iii. Cream
Pluck three clouds
and fold into a bowl.
Cumulus works best;
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its plush consistency
gives you the ideal
amount of happy ending
(but add sweetener
for good measure).

iv. Instructions
Spend an entire afternoon
to make and bake this
damned strawberry shortcake.
Eat one bite,
then throw the rest away.
It’s not even perfect,
like you imagined it to taste.

v. Special Notes
To be lovely,
you must live the lovely way.
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W A K I N G

TO A NEW

BEGINNING

by

|K|I| |L|O|N|G|

As Jonas came to, eyes slowly blinking open, blue skin filled
his vision, and warmth flooded him as he became aware of strong arms
cradling him against a solid chest.
“Meph?” Jonas asked, voice low and scabbed with disuse.

“I am not Mephistopheles,” a soft baritone voice said,
prompting Jonas to focus on the other’s face.
As his vision cleared, Jonas focused on the man before him. He
looked like a dark elf, having same the blue-green skin and uptilted,
pointed ears with golden eye.
Jonas sat up, pushing against the arms around him. The grip
relaxed, and the man looked at Jonas with tenderness as he sat himself up.
“Who are you? Where is this?” Jonas asked, eyes roaming around
the dim interior. From what he could see in the low light there was
only blankness surrounding them, an unending expanse of dimness that
stretched into darkness at the further edges.
“I am called Thanan, God of Death, and this is a place in
between life and death. This is a place where people go before they
move on.”
“So then…” Jonas looked to Thanan, and the tender, remorseful
look on his face did little to stop the slow creep of soul-sucking
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numbness overcoming Jonas.
“I’m sorry,” Thanan said, voice emphatic and filled with
grief as if he really was sorry for what had happened. He reached
out a hand, placing it on Jonas’ shoulder, and the weight of it
would have been grounding if not for the numbness. “I offer my
condolences. Your relationship to life as you’ve known it has
been severed.”
With each passing word numbness spread through Jonas, growing and expanding and freezing like water becoming ice. With
searching eyes, Jonas turned to Thanan.
“Is Meph gone too?” Jonas asked, a pit settling in his
stomach.
“No. From what I can tell Mephistopheles is alive and well,
but I do believe he misses you. He prayed to me asking for your
safe arrival.”
The numbness burrowed deeper as the pit became heavier. “He
knows I can’t come back.”
“He does, and he wishes you well on your next journey,”
Thanan said.
“What now?” Jonas asked, eyes still searching Thanan.
“I can offer you this as welcome.” Thanan pulled out a flask
in the shape of a small skull, the surface pocked and rough with
the cap and neck placed right where the coronal suture would be.
He passed it to Jonas. “Drink.”
Jonas pulled off the cap, revealing an off-white milky
substance that produced a honeyed scent. He brought the flask to
his lips, and as he drank, a fatty sweetness coated his tongue.
He drank until the flask was drained, the rich candied taste
heating up and thawing away some of the numbness.
“Drink for condolence and celebration. Each end comes with a
new beginning,” Thanan said, moving to stand. “This is yours.”
He extended his hand, offering it to Jonas. “With this drink I
welcome you to death, and I ask if you’ll accompany me for the
start of your new beginning.”
Jonas took the God of Death’s hand, the warmness of it now
strange to him for someone whom he assumed would have been cold.
“Do you greet every new soul like this?”
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As Thanan smiled, his eyes crinkled at the corners, the
gold irises glimmering, and Jonas could not recall ever seeing
a smile that felt like a punch with how the beauty of it hit
him. “Of course. Death is a new beginning here, not an end, and
everyone should be greeted in kindness and joy.”
Thanan pulled Jonas to his feet, keeping their hands connected.
He pulled Jonas closer still, leaning down to murmur against
Jonas’ ear. “Let us go now, into the darkness that leads to a
new beginning.”
With Thanan so close Jonas caught the scent of cologne, something earthly and masculine that stirred a heat within him. The
pit inside Jonas was slowly changing, morphing from a seed of
dread into a nervous seedling.
“If I go with you, I can never come back.”
“Correct. Coming with me means leaving behind life.”
Jonas squeezed Thanan’s hand. Even with nervousness growing
inside him, Jonas kept his hand in Thanan’s and nodded. “Let’s
go.”
And so, Thanan led Jonas into the expansive darkness, keeping him close as they made their way to the unknown, and slowly
the nervousness bloomed into resolve, watered with each passing
step into the darkness.
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HOME
|S|A|N|A|
by

Her form is beyond recognizable; so far from
comprehensible, bile burns the back of my throat. My home
lifts herself from the ground with the groans of old
floorboards and tings of cracked glass falling into her
windows. Once soft on mine, her skin is now cold. Tinny
fingertips trace my features with my own tears.

Golden hair is dull as it veils her face, eyes
dim with no light to see. Whispers of my name escape her,
brusque, a curse for all demons, a prayer for all gods. She
pulls tears from my eyes, spinning a thread. This is what
makes up the curtains and bedsheets I’ve crafted her, woven
carefully of guilt and dishonor, to hang on her walls and
comfort and cover me while I rest.
She yearns for love I cannot show her, for feelings I
cannot bring myself to sacrifice to her. To mark my weakness, to open my chest and pull out the remains of a beating
heart - the beatings of what titan’s heart remains - it is
far more unthinkable than she. I know not all her secrets.
I yearn for a love she will not show me, through no accident
of her own. I miss her embrace the days she is gone, though
she misses not mine.
My love, my home, who gazes at me through mirror’s
eyes and croons to me in the songs I sleep to, is baying
into the depths of my brain. She pounds on daunting drums
in my chest. Bloody warfare breaks out as her call sends
soldiers to the tips of my thrumming ears and useless
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airways. She leaves my brain a barren, blazing landscape, the remains of a horrendous battle I always lose
to myself.
“Come to me,” she grabs my hair and yanks me towards
her chest, “Come to me and pray to Gods you don’t have.”
I kneel and I pray as she grins, tilting my chin towards
herself as she savors my fear and guilt. She smiles
against my neck as she drains me of blood and identity.
Her every caress is a collar around my neck, pulling me
further and further from my agency.
“Become mine. Submit and become mine.”
I lay down on the hardwood, limp and useless. The
boards and carpet runners close in, gnawing at my skin
like starved rats. I want nothing more than to lift
myself by the nooses hanging from the ceiling. I want one
thing more than to escape this prison of my own making.
The one thing is sitting on my chest, allowing me to
breathe when she wishes, and only then.
Her features are as immaculate as they are marred.
Every pore and pimple, every stray hair and dimple, so
intensely human on a soul that may no longer be. She sips
from a flask her friend gave her a few weeks ago, full of
sour life-changing poison. Her kiss tastes as bitter as
the booze in the bottle. I miss the days when they tasted
of honey.
Does she love me? Does it matter?
Chilly winds howl through the cracks in the walls
and swung-upon doors. Bare on the floor, I shiver. I
shiver and she laughs. She laughs as I bleed warm blood
on her ragged carpet. As she laughs, the lights in the
room turn on and alongside her radiant smile, I pray to
a God I don’t have.
“What have I done to deserve this heaven?”
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Rachael Crosbie (they/them) is writing poems about
their cat, Peanut. Rachael has four poetry chapbooks:
Trick Mirror or Your Computer Screen, self-portrait
as poems about bad poetry, swerve, and MIXTAPES. Their
fifth poetry chapbook, Peanut [the cat] auditions as
Courage […from Courage the Cowardly Dog], is forthcoming
late summer 2022. You can find them on Twitter
@rachaelapoet posting about squishmallows, She-Ra
and The Princesses of Power, and Courage the Cowardly
Dog, and on Venmo @Rachael-Crosbie-7.

Marshall Woodward is a Gulf Coast born and raised poet
who grounds all of his work in the destruction and
reconstruction of the human body. He began his
artistic practice through French critical theory and
geosciences, and has used these lenses to expand his
process into a body of work focused on masculinity and Texas as an
environment. Woodward is grateful for the support he received from mentors at the Gulkistan Creative Residency in
Laugarvatn,
Iceland,
and
to
Elaine
Kahn,
Ben
Fama, and
Emily
Hunt for the access
they
provide
for
digital
poetry
communities.
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Colin James has a couple of chapbooks of poetry
published: Dreams Of The Really Annoying from
Writing Knights Press, A Thoroughness Not Deprived
of Absurdity from Piski’s Porch Press, and a book of
poems, Resisting Probability, from Sagging Meniscus Press.
Justin William Evans is a poet and electrician and a
few other adjacent things. He’s served as managing
editor of the sound collage podcast and art organism
Mystery Meat, co-editor of Vanilla Sex Magazine, and
poetry editor of QU. His poetry has appeared in
Five2One, Ursus Americanus Press, Metabolism, and
elsewhere. He holds an MFA from Queens University of Charlotte.
Desiree Abalos (she/her) is a queer Mexican-American writer
and graduate student who specializes in short fiction and
poetry. Her work has been pulished in The Rush Magazine, You
Might Need to Hear This, Black Spot Books, and
Wingless Dreamer. She currently lives in Ontario, California.
Melissa Martini (she/her) is a short fiction writer and Capricorn from New Jersey. She studied Creative Writing in both undergrad and graduate school at
Seton Hall University. Currently, she serves as
Founder & EIC of Moss Puppy Magazine and is staff at
the winnow mag. She can be found @melissquirtle, and
her publications can be viewed at melibeans.wixsite.com/
home. She has three dogs, all of which are fluffballs.
Pam R. Johnson Davis is a historian, poet, and singer
residing in Chicago, IL. She loves writing, especially
as she navigates life, loss, and love. Her award-winning
first book, Seasons (I’ll Be Seeing You), debuted
at the #1 spot for New Releases in African-American
Poetry and Women’s Poetry on Amazon.
Aleah Dye (she/her) primarily writes poetry, tending towards
topics of morbidity, love, mental illness, religion, and
philosophy. She is dreadfully afraid of imperfection and
spiders in no particular order. She has a one-eyed cat
named Ivy and a one-track-minded (food!) cat named Rosebud.
Aleah hopes to make hearts grow three sizes with her
words. She is a 2020 Sundress Publications Best of the Net
nominee and the graphic designer for perhappened. Read her
latest work via Olney Magazine, 3 Moon Magazine, and Pink
iv.

Plastic House.

Follow her @bearsbeetspoet on Twitter.

Zoe Friedland is an undergraduate from Seattle studying
English, Classics, and Dance at the University of
Washington, where they are an editor and writer for Grey
Matters Journal. They like strange loops, open waters, action potentials, and extinct fruits. They tweet @duskwards.
Levi
Faulk
has
been
obsessed
with
reading
and
writing for as long as he could read and write. Reading
supplied a window to the world outside of his small farming
community in south Georgia and a road map to a way of
being other than what his disordered upbringing provided.
He still believe in the power of the written word to change
lives. As a writer, poetry was his first love. His publications
include: Confessions: Micropoetry on Love, Loss, and Longing, A Pound of Pale Winter Blues, and Blood on the Vine. They
can be found at @lyfaulk on Twitter and @lfaulk11 on Paypal.
Jameson Hampton is an adventurer from Buffalo, NY
who wishes they were immortal so they’d have time to
visit every coffee shop in the world. Find him online at
jamey.gay or on Twitter at @jameybash.
jem zero (ze/zir) is: A disabled transmasc. A queasy
writer. A nonbinary artist. An autistic gay. Zir writing
channels weirdness, vulnerability, and raw detail, striving
to communicate the frustration of being limited by one’s
meatsack & brainjuice. Ze has nonfiction personal essays,
short fiction, and poetry published with the Thinx Blog,
Limeoncello Mag, and Gertrude Press, among others. Ze won
Best Feminist Sex (by the Good Sex Awards) for a queer
sci-fi erotic short. As far as art goes, jem primarily
does digital portraiture with occasional photography.
Further eccentric nonsense can be found at: jemzero [dot]
com, @jem_zero (twitter), and @jemzero (instagram).
Tora Brumalis (she/her) is a disabled, fat, black, trans
lesbian who is unapologetically herself. Fierce; a tiger
without stripes and with a personality to match. She works as
a freelance sensitivity reader specializing in experiences
based around disability, fat acceptance, trans positivity,
and black excellence. Creatively she dabbles in writing,
photography, and art exploring subjects from the decidedly
mundane to the eldritch and phantasmagoric. Her info
can be found at torabrumalis.carrd.co or on Twitter
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@torabrumalis.
Cody B Strange (he/him) is a particle physics researcher
based in Germany. His work has a home with GutSlut Press,
The Winnow Mag, Analogies & Allegories, Backslash
Lit, and Provenance Journal. He can be found @cbstrange1
on Twitter or cbstrange.com.
Sarah Vikken is a disabled, queer, and chronically ill poet with a
passion for expressing sorrow. They are fascinated by the English
language and all the ways it can be twisted and turned. Their
greatest joy (besides sharing their poetry) is their Boston
terrier/chihuahua, Daisy, who is always by their side. Handles:
Twitter - @seddah,
Instagram - @vixxenpoetry, Tumblr poetryorwhatever.tumblr.com, & Paypal - @zeldafan87.
Perry Wyatt is a writer from Cardiff, Wales, with a
love for all things strange and magical. She achieved
a BA in English from the University of Exeter and a
Masters in Creative Writing from Swansea University. She
is a true jack-of-all-trades wordsmith with screenwriting,
journalism, and two novels under her belt. Poetry
is her most recent adventure and has been shared in
Gaia Lit, Fahmidan Journal, and Moss Puppy Mag.
Charlie
D’Aniello
Trigueros (they/he) is a Latinx,
queer/trans, neurodivergent author & literature nerd. Their
work is published or forthcoming in HOLYFLEA!, Querencia,
Tealight Press, Poetically Magazine, Wrongdoing Magazine,
& others. They are the founder of warning lines magazine &
author of The One and the Other. Twitter: @beelzebadger.
McCaela Prentice (she/her) is currently living + writing
in Astoria, NY. She is up late doom scrolling through
twitter. Her poetry has previously been featured in Hobart
and Ghost City Review. Her first chapbook, Junk Drawer
Heart, was published with Invisible Hand Press.
Briana Gonzalez is a Chicane, queer poet, and an MFA
candidate at the University of Colorado Boulder. They
have pieces published in Coffin Bell Journal, Southchild
Lit, Not Deer Magazine, and Green Ink Poetry. She plays
tabletop roleplay games and drinks far too many Monsters.
Check out Bri at bgwriting.org, or @brimothee on Twitter. You can also support Briana via Venmo @r2bri2.
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Sophie Kanetani can be found @sophiekanetani on Twitter.
Venmo: @sophie-kanetani-1
Matt McGuirk teaches and lives with his family in New
Hampshire. McGuirk is a BOTN 2021 nominee with words in
50+ lit mags, 100+ accepted pieces, and a debut collection
with Alien Buddha Press called Daydreams, Obsessions,
Realities (available on Amazon and linked on his website).
Website: linktr.ee/McGuirkMatthew, Twitter:@
McguirkMatthew, Instagram: @mcguirk_matthew.

Gale Acuff has had poetry published in Ascent, Reed,
Poet Lore, Chiron Review, Cardiff Review, Poem, Adirondack
Review, Florida Review, Slant, Nebo, Arkansas Review, South
Dakota Review, Roanoke Review, and many other journals in a
dozen countries. He has authored three books of poetry: Buffalo
Nickel, The Weight of the World, and The Story of My Lives.
Dane Lyn (they/them) is a neurodivergent poet, and glitter
enthusiast with an MFA from Lindenwood University. Find
them in Los Angeles with their partner constructing
blanket forts, caring for their menagerie of teens, snakes,
lizards, dogs, rabbits, and cats, and ridding their shoes
of beach sand. Dane’s work can be seen in Quillkeepers,
The Light Ekphrastic, Anti-Heroin Chic, Imposter, and
more. Links to all published writing found at DaneLyn.net.
Find them on Instagram and Twitter @punkhippypoet.

Makenna Dykstra (she/her) was a graduate student pursuing
an MA in English Literature at Tulane University in New
Orleans. She was most often found on Twitter @makdykstra
or in the local parks writing, reading, or admiring the
oak trees. She is survived by a half-full cup of coffee, a
pair of sweat-soaked crutches, a bouquet of still-drying
flowers in her closet, and eternal devotion to the Mamma
Mia movie.
Pea Flower

Pea Flower Tomioka
noun /pi flaʊə towmiowkə/ (she/fae)
1. an artist focused on building an art therapy platform through transformative
art and positive erotica to help victims of sexual violence reclaim their power
2. queer voice/disabled body/acts of defiance
“Pea Flower Tomioka lives on a small island and hides from loud noises.”
Synonyms and related words: @peafllowertea, peaflowertomioka.com

Liv Gamble is a 26-year-old lesbian writer from the
UK. She holds a Bachelor’s and Master’s degree in
vii.

Creative Writing and is particularly passionate about
writing that includes LGBT+ themes. Being a born romantic,
poetry is her favoured genre to write in. So far, she
has had four poems accepted and published in various
collections, including Sapphic Writers and Ice Lolly
Review.
Find
her
on
Twitter:
@ollyolly_olly.
Thea Pueschel is a nonbinary writer, multimedia artist,
2022 Dorland Arts Resident, and the winner of the TAEM
Flash Fiction Summer 2020 Contest, with work published
in Perhappened and Short Édition, among others.
Thea dances between the shadows and plays with
the psychosocial aspect of the human condition.
Hayden Waller is an evolutionary biologist by day
and speculative fiction writer by night. He grew
up in the Sawtooth Mountains of Idaho and currently
resides
in
the
west
of
Zealand
in
Denmark.
Jeremy P. Bushnell creates artwork as Morphic Rooms (a
collaboration with the collage artist allison anne) and as
Churchdoor Lounger (a collaboration with the psychedelic
cartoonist D.W.). He is the co-founder of Nonmachinable,
a distributor of optically interesting zines and artists’
books, and the author of three novels: The Weirdness,
The
Insides,
and,
most
recently,
Relentless
Melt (forthcoming from Melville House).
Courtenay S. Gray is a writer from the North of England.
You’ll find her work in an array of journals such as A Thin
Slice of Anxiety, Misery Tourism, Expat Press, Red Fez,
Hobart, and many more. She will often post on her blog:
www.courtenayscorner.com. Find her on Twitter and Instagram
@courtenaywrites, and PayPal at @courtenaygray1.
Karter Mycroft is a nonbinary author, musician, game
developer, & fisheries scientist living in Los Angeles. They
are a co-creator of the Los Suelos, California project, a
multimedia anthology benefitting rural farmworkers. You can
find them on twitter @kartermycroft or at kartermycroft.com.
Theo Sebastian (he/him) is an actor, writer, and Co-Founder
of Queer Colors Theater, a theater troupe that specializes
in queer storytelling and representation in theater. In
2018, he received his BA in Creative Writing before
pursuing a degree at the American Academy of Dramatic
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Arts. Theo has previously been published in The Daily
Drunk, and will soon have a novella published in 2022
through Alien Buddha Press. If not writing or acting,
Theo spends a significant amount of time with his cats,
re-watching The Sopranos, and probably re-playing Legend
of Zelda: Breath of the Wild. Theo can be found on
Instagram: @galaxssea or on Twitter: @theosebastian27.
Dre Hill is an artist and storyteller from Fort Worth,
Texas. He graduated from Drury University in 2021 with his
B.A. in Animation and Writing. He published his debut poetry
chapbook, i love you means nothing, through Alien Buddha
Press in 2022. His work has also been featured in the
likes of Afro Literary Magazine, Hallowzine, Ghost Girls
Zine, and more. When not creating, he is spending time with
his family and friends, sipping on apple juice, and playing
with his puppy Jet. Cashapp: @heyitzdr3.
The artist currently known as D. Pleiades Sharpe is
a purveyor of extremes - as a synaesthete their work
focuses on the intensity of sensations that go beyond
the singular, blending sight and taste and touch
together and pouring out the resultant liquor into whatever
vaguely paper-shaped receptacle happens to be closest.
They can be found on twitter @ScorchedHorizon, and
in the cracks of star-stuff in between old wounds.
HLR (she/her) is a prize-winning poet, working-class
writer, and professional editor from North London. Her
work has been widely published since 2012. She is the
author of History of Present Complaint (Close to the
Bone) and Portrait of the Poet as a Hot Mess (Ghost
City Press). She can be found on Twitter @HLRwriter.
LG Thomson lives on the north west coast of Scotland on
the same latitude as Lost Cove, Alaska. Her short stories
have appeared in a wide range of anthologies and literary
magazines including Wyldblood Magazine, Epoch Press, and
Janus Literary. Her novels include noir thriller, Boyle’s
Law. Her latest book, Modernist Dreams Brutalist
Nightmares, is a narrative memoir about being part
of the first generation to grow up in Scotland’s most
ambitious and experimental New Town. It will be published by
Outcast-Press in Fall 2022. Find her on Twitter
@ LGThomson1.
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Tasha Mapes is a poet and writer born in California and
living in England. She graduated with a BA in English from the
University of Bristol. She self-published a poetry book
called Changes in 2016, and is owned by several pets including
cats and a bearded dragon that has far too much attitude.
Paige Johnson writes the darkest smut in the Sunshine
State, same-sex or otherwise. Editor-in-Chief for
Outcast-Press, her work appears in their first anthology,
In Filth It Shall Be Found (October, 2021), about an
“e-spiring” stripper and a romantic morgue-worker.
olive finley (she/they/it) is a disabled, trans writer
currently absorbed in making music and watching
basketball. they can be found online @powerfultulips.
Hester Florin is an autistic writer from the West Midlands,
UK. They enjoy writing across a range of genres, with topics
ranging from the wonderfully whimsical to the downright
weird. In their not-free time, they work in prosthetics.
Freydís Moon (they/él/ella) is a biracial diviner, poet,
and creator, writing fiction in the Romance, Horror, and
Speculative categories. A lover of culture, mysticism,
history, and language, they constantly find themself lost
in a book, trying their hand at a new recipe, or planning a
trip to a faraway place. Their debut novelette EXODUS 20:3 is
available through your favorite online retailer. Connect with
Freydís on Twitter @freydis_moon and freydismoon.carrd.co.
Aj Maiorana is terminally online and spinning in
a chair. He does stuff online and you can ask about most
of it on twitter @ExtraSauce_.
The most interesting thing about Benjamin Riddle is that
he is building a little library of all the contemporary
poetry he can get his hands on. The voices of poets go
still too soon. Find him on Twitter: @rddlmethisperth and
Tumblr @riddlemethispoetry.
Taylor Greene is an archaeologist living in Arkansas. His
work is largely inspired by his lived experience in, and the
nature of, the American South. You can find his work elsewhere
in cool rock repository, GLITCHWORDS, Interstellar Literary
Review, & Coven Poetry. You can find him online @vert_archy.
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A Nigerian by birth and studying Science Laboratory
Technology at the University of Calabar, Joshua Effiong
is a lover of poetry – & here he finds freedom. His
literary works have appeared/are forthcoming in Eboquills, the
Kalahari Review, the Shallow Tales Review, Rough Cut
Press, Madrigal Press, Warning Lines, Hearth Magazine,
etc., while his art ones have appeared/are forthcoming
in Acropolis Journal. Connect with him via Instagram
@josh.effiong and Twitter @JoshEffiong.
Dutch Simmons established a creative writing program for his fellow inmates while incarcerated for a
white-collar crime. He has been nominated for the PEN/Robert
J. Dau Short Story Award, multiple Pushcart Prizes, Best
of the Net, and was a finalist for the Texas Observer’s
Short Fiction and Julia Peterkin Flash Fiction prizes.
He is the Writer-In-Residence for The Adirondack Review,
and is represented by Maximus Literary. He is a fantastic
father, former felon, and Phoenix rising.
Ona Woods is a trans poet living in Brooklyn who holds
an MFA and JD from Columbia University. Her manuscript
Ovumsongs (then titled Your Brother Will Be Born in
the Spring) was a finalist for the 2016 National Poetry Series, the 2018 Alice James Award, and the 2021
Switchback Books Gatewood Prize, with poems previously appearing in Gulf Coast, Hobart, the Massachusetts
Review, and elsewhere. Most recently, Ona’s writing
has appeared in Corporeal, perhappened, and Entropy.
She is founding editor of the online literary magazine
Ciphertext, and can be found on Twitter @ona_woods_.
Robin Williams (she/they) is a queer poet and practicing
witch from Pennsylvania. They’ve had previous publications
in the Horizon Literary Magazine, Moss Puppy Magazine,
Warning Lines Magazine, Free Verse Revolution Magazine,
and many more. Her full poetry collection, In the MidHours, is out now with Raine and Rose Co. Find them
on Instagram: @by.robinw and at www.greenferncoven.com.
nat raum (b. 1996) is a queer disabled artist
and writer from baltimore, md. they hold a bfa in
photography and book arts and are currently a first-year
mfa candidate in creative writing & publishing arts at
the university of baltimore. nat is also the founder and
editor-in-chief of fifth wheel press, a queer literature
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and art publishing space. past and upcoming publishers
of their writing include Kissing Dynamite Poetry,
trampset, CLOVES, and Delicate Friend.
TK Hirst is the current Assistant Editor for Sledgehammer
Lit. They are from Jakarta, Indonesia, and enjoy cars
going around in a circle. @madeleinetms / @koeningzine /
tomasoamyportfolio.com.
Briar Ripley Page is the author of Corrupted Vessels, a
queer, surreal Southern Gothic novella from swallow::tale
press. Briar can be found online at briarripleypage.xyz.
Vio (she/her) is a singer-songwriter for the loves
that never were. A little shy most of the time, her
true self only comes out in karaoke rooms. You can
fawn over clouds with her at @violieu everywhere.
K.I.Long is a Literature major and aspiring visual artist.
They enjoy writing fantasy that explores the lives of
characters and their relationships. They wish to create
queer art that brings themselves joy and celebrates the
multitudes of people.
Sana is a college freshman geology student in Southern
California. She is a proud lesbian Latina living with
a black lady-cat named Bumble Bee. She had three
pieces published as part of her high school lit mag
and is challenging her own hubris by aiming higher.
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